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Sales in millions euro
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2012 total

273.9

130.91
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1,652.7

3,431.5

Gaming revenues

264.8

Ancillary revenues

1,651.2

9.1

1.5

2013 total

263.1

Gaming revenues

253.9

1,807.0

9.2

1.6

Ancillary revenues

124.1

1,319.8

1,808.6

3,515.6

Tax payments in Austria in millions euro
Casinos
(Austria)

Lotteries

Group

2012

98

454

552

2013

96

434

530

Employees2
Casinos
(Austria)3

Casinos
(International)

Lotteries4

Online/VLT/
Sports Betting5

Group

2012

1,562

2,935

566

209

5,272

2013

1,575

2,640

644

213

5,072

Casinos
(Austria)

Casinos
(International)

2012

2.32

5.86

8.18

2013

2.36

5.98

8.34

Casinos
(Austria)

Casinos
(International)

Group

2012

233

268

501

2013

234

359

593

Casinos
(Austria)

Casinos
(International)

Group

2012

1,955

3,679

5,634

2013

1,968

4,105

6,073

Casino guests in millions
Group

Number of gaming tables

Number of slot machines

1
2
5

Sales from discontinued operations have been regrouped into the P&L position “Result from discontinued operations”,
	Full-time equivalent (FTE, annual average), 3 Incl. CAGAST, CAST, CCB & CALL, 4 Incl. Ural Loto/Russia and Lotaria Kombëtare/Albania,
Incl. RABCAT and WINWIN Slowakia.

Mission
Casinos Austria AG and its affiliates and subsidiary companies provide gaming and entertainment of the highest order. Integrity, years of experience and absolute respect for the particular
socio-political responsibility that goes hand-in-hand with gaming guarantee the trust and confidence of our guests, customers, investors and, above all, the licensing authorities. Shared visions
and innovativeness foster the development of the group and safeguard the workplaces of our
employees, whose active participation and constructive input we both encourage and value.
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Corporate Profile

Casinos Austria is a leading national and international
gaming corporation that offers its guests fun gaming
and entertainment in stylish settings. Responsibility
towards each and every one of these guests is an integral
part of our corporate culture.
The company is founded on the principle of absolute
integrity, our commitment to which far exceeds the statutory requirements.
These ethical and socio-political objectives can only be
realized if the Austrian casinos continue to be managed
by one single company.
Casinos Austria places great importance on sponsoring
and provides support and resources – both financial and
otherwise – to a wide range of projects and activities in
many different sectors, including the arts, sports, social
causes and tourism.
Alongside loyalty, customer service excellence and social
responsibility, our guiding principles also embrace a
clear commitment to supporting and developing our
employees.
At Casinos Austria, the way we do business is defined by
the socio-political objectives enshrined in the Austrian
Gaming Act (Glücksspielgesetz).
This includes, above all, protecting the economic wellbeing of our guests and recognizing that increased competition contradicts such protection.
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The Casinos Austria Management Board

Foreword by the
Management Board
Dear Reader,
2013 was unquestionably an eventful year for the Casinos Austria corporate group. The ongoing economic
c risis continues to constrain growth in the gaming
s ector worldwide. So it is all the more gratifying to be
able to report that the group was once again able to very
successfully hold its ground and, indeed, succeeded in
raising its revenues to almost 3.52 billion euros. This
success was driven by a 3.2 percent increase in sales
at Austrian Lotteries, generated in turn primarily by
the growth achieved at the online subsidiary win2day
and in the WINWIN video lottery terminals outlets. A
positive trend could also be seen at the group’s 12 casinos in Austria, which welcomed more than 2.36 million guests throughout the 2013 business year. This
represents an increase of 1.7 percent year-on-year and
brings guest numbers at our domestic casinos to their
highest level since 2008. Österreichische Sportwetten
Gesellschaft also posted an extremely successful year
for its tipp3 sports betting brand.
A definite highlight of the 2013 business year was
the award of the six casino licenses in the Austrian
“regional package” to Casinos Austria. Since we had
already been awarded the licenses for the six casinos
in the “city package” the previous year, our domestic
casino structure for the coming years is now essentially
clear: 11 of our existing 12 casinos now have their legislative basis in place until either 2027 or 2030, and
a new venue is due to open in Zell am See on 1 June
2016. Casinos Austria also submitted bids in June 2013
for three new additional individual casino licenses in
Vienna and Lower Austria. The decision on the award
of these licenses has still to be announced.
At Casinos Austria International (CAI), 2013 was a
year of consolidation, and the restructuring program
we initiated two years ago was successfully continued.

The effective reorganization measures that were introduced have put Spielbanken Niedersachsen (SNG) in
Germany back on the right path and brought about a
return to profitability for the casino operator in Lower
Saxony. VIAGE in Brussels is likewise also well on the
way to being back in the black. By contrast, the withdrawal of the licenses in Argentina was a sudden blow
for CAI. However, when initial legal appeals failed to
reverse the decision, CAI closed its operations in the
country forthwith and initiated immediate legal proceedings to recover any losses.
Even in difficult times like these, the Casinos Austria
and Austrian Lotteries group demonstrated once again
in 2013 that it is a steadfast partner for the country,
the economy and society. With a total of 530 million
euros in taxes and duties paid in Austria, the group
is a very dependable taxpayer. We employ more than
5,000 people worldwide and support a wide range of
projects and institutions that serve the public interest.
Some of these partnerships have already been in place
for 40 years and more – confirmation that continuity
and sustainability are strong prerequisites in this area.
But most important of all is our absolute commitment to responsible gaming. The Casinos Austria
and Austrian Lotteries group is known for providing
responsible gaming products and services in all areas
of our business – from sports betting through online
gaming to lotteries and casinos – a fact that has been
confirmed and certified by recognized external authorities. We continually reinforce and extend our efforts
in this field as a matter of course.
Our casinos also make a significant contribution
to regional value creation and are leading tourist
operations in their respective host locations. Over
2,000 events were successfully hosted at our casinos
in Austria in 2013 – a clear indication that casinos are
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(from l. to r.): Dietmar Hoscher, Bettina Glatz-Kremsner, Karl Stoss

increasingly viewed as all-round entertainment venues.
Our guests want to enjoy a good night out, and we have
the facilities and the competences to ensure that they
do so. And to keep the gaming exciting, a new game
was launched in Austria’s casinos last year – Blackjack
X-change – which immediately proved very popular
with our guests.
Casinos Austria had already declared 2013 to be a “Lucky
Year” long in advance, and we did our utmost to ensure
this proved to be true for as many guests as possible. An

Karl Stoss				

extra one million euros in prizes and a never before seen
number of special promotions, draws and events essentially speak for themselves.
In this Annual Report, we offer you a glimpse at just some
of the many happy – and lucky – moments our guests can
enjoy in a Casinos Austria casino: from an excellent tasting menu in one of our restaurants to a game of Roulette
with friends or a relaxed drink at the bar. Our dedicated
and highly motivated staff are on hand to make such
enjoyable moments happen – 364 days a year.

Bettina Glatz-Kremsner				

Dietmar Hoscher

The Management Board

CHAIRMAN

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

Karl Stoss

Bettina Glatz-Kremsner

Dietmar HoscheR

26 November 1956

30 September 1962

5 Juni 1962

After studying Business Administration at the University of Innsbruck,
Karl Stoss lectured at the university’s
Institute of Industry and Trade while
completing his PhD. From 1984 he
worked for an Austrian insurance
company in Vorarlberg before becoming a Partner and Head of Division at
MZSG Management Centre St. Gallen in Switzerland two years later.
He moved to Vienna in 1996, where
he initially worked as a consultant
to the Österreichische Postsparkasse
(Austrian Postal Savings Bank) before
being appointed Deputy Chairman
of the bank’s Managing Board. He
served as a Board Member at Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich AG
from 2001 before joining the Managing Board of Generali Holding Vienna
AG in 2004, where he was subsequently appointed Chairman in early
2005. In January 2007, he joined
the Management Board of Casinos
Austria AG, where he assumed the
position of Chairman in May of the
same year. Karl Stoss was appointed
to the Management Board of Casinos Austria International Holding in
May 2011 and moved to the latter’s
Supervisory Board with effect from
12 December 2013.

Bettina Glatz-Kremsner holds a degree
in Commercial Studies from Vienna
University of Economics and Business.
She began her professional career at
Austrian Lotteries where she was appointed CEO of the Hungarian subsidiary Lotto Union. This joint venture
with the Hungarian National Savings
Bank was Austrian Lotteries’ first international endeavor and lasted until
1996. She was subsequently appointed
Assistant to the Management Board of
Casinos Austria AG and Deputy Head
of the Executive Secretariat & Controlling unit at Austrian Lotteries. From
2000 to 2003, she coordinated synergies between Casinos Austria and Austrian Lotteries and was subsequently
appointed Head of the Synergies Division in both companies. She was
appointed to the Management Board
of Austrian Lotteries in 2006 and
has been Chief Financial Officer and
a Member of the Management Board
of Casinos Austria AG since 2010. Bettina Glatz-Kremsner was appointed
to the Management Board of Casinos
Austria International Holding in May
2011 and moved to the latter’s Supervisory Board with effect from 12 December 2013. She has been Honorary
Consul for the Republic of Hungary
in Vienna and Lower Austria since

January 2013.

After studying Economics at the University of Vienna, Dietmar Hoscher
initially managed a research project
on progressive consumption tax at
the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for
Analysis of Economic Policy Activities
before being appointed an economic
advisor to the Österreichische Natio
nalbank (Austrian Central Bank) in
1987. Two years later, he became
an economic policy advisor to the
Austrian Parliament, serving in this
capacity under Ministers of Finance
Staribacher, Klima and Edlinger. In
1998, 
he was recruited by Casinos
Austria, initially as Head of Division
and Authorized Company Representative. He became a Director of Österreichische Sportwetten GmbH (tipp3)
in 2000, where he was appointed
Chairman of the Management Board
in 2008 and has been Chairman of the
Supervisory Board since 2010. He became a Member of the Management
Board of Casinos Austria AG in 2007
and a Member of the Management
Board of Casinos Austria International Holding in May 2011, moving to the
latter’s Supervisory Board with effect
from 12 December 2013. D
 ietmar Hoscher has also been a Member of the
Management Board of the European
Casino Association (ECA) since September 2011 and serves as a lay judge
at the Supreme Cartel Court.
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Red wins

The bar at Casino Velden is doing a roaring trade. An elegant couple wanders
over from the Roulette table and orders drinks …

Ladies and Gentlemen, rien ne va plus!

5, odd, red. You win!

... and cocktails are specially mixed to order.

While the ball spins at the Roulette table, the Champagne flows at the bar …

From Bourbon to Piña Colada …

… that sunny Caribbean feeling can also be found on the shores of the Wörthersee!

Our specialty: a bright red shot of Cassis as finishing touch.

Look, I bet on the right color again: red wins!

The Company
THE GROUP
Casinos Austria and its affiliates and subsidiary companies offer gaming and entertainment of the highest order and is one of the few gaming groups in the world that is in a
position to offer comprehensive and innovative solutions for all sectors of the gaming
industry from a single source.
OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE AND COMPANIES

1

Bankhaus Schelhammer & Schattera AG 5.3 %
Medial Beteiligungs-GmbH 38.3 %
(UNIQA, Vienna Insurance Group, Raiffeisen Group, Bankhaus Schelhammer & Schattera AG)
3 Münze Österreich AG 33.2 %
4 Private Shareholders 23.2 %
1

4

2
2

3

Casinos Austria AG
Headquarters: Vienna

Österreichische Lotterien
Gesellschaft m.b.H.

bH

Headquarters: Vienna

& Schattera AG

50 %

68 %

Entertainment
Glücks- und Unter
haltungsspiel
Gesellschaft m.b.H.

50 %

Casinos Austria
International Holding
GmbH
Headquarters: Vienna

Glücks- und
Unterhaltungs
spiel Betriebs
gesellschaft
m.b.H.

win2day
Entwicklungsund Betriebs
gesellschaft
m.b.H.

Headquarters: Vienna

Headquarters: Vienna

56 %

100 %

100 %

Headquarters: Vienna

100 %

10

Österreichische
Sportwetten
Gesellschaft
m.b.H.
Headquarters: Vienna

as of 31 December 2013
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ORGANIZATION
The group’s individual areas of business are organized into separate business
units which draw on the services provided by the corporate functions.

Each business unit (BU) and each corporate function (CF)
is strategically assigned to a member of the Casinos Austria or Austrian Lotteries management boards. Operational management is handled by the respective executive
and divisional management teams.

Casinos Austria AG
Management Board
Dietmar Hoscher

Services that are required across the entire group are
bundled into so-called corporate functions. These are also
strategically assigned to one or more board members and
managed from an operational perspective by one or more
heads of division.

Marketing & Branding

Business Unit (BU)
Casinos in Austria
Karl Stoss

Bettina Glatz-Kremsner

Andreas Cieslar

Extended BU
Management:
Christian Schütz

Gaming
Dieter Salzgeber
Guest Relations
Christian Schütz
Administration & Organisation
Christian Schütz
Security & Surveillance
Dieter Salzgeber

Corporate Functions
(CF)

		

Corporate
Communications

Extended CF Management:
Martin Himmelbauer
Information
Technologies
Extended CF Management:
Erich Schuster

		

Corporate
Development

		

Internal
Audit

		

Human
Resources

Extended CF Management:
Peter Ulovec,
Reinhard Summerer,
Christian Schütz

Extended CF Management:
Erhard Peinthor

Extended CF Management:
Erich Valenta

		

		

		
Public &
European Affairs, CSR

Finance &
Group Controlling

Extended CF Management:
Wolfgang Sperl
Services & Strategic
Facility Management
Extended CF Management:
Oskar Berzsenyi,
Nathan Bomze

Legal
Affairs

Extended CF Management:
Peter Erlacher

Extended CF Management:
Markus Eder

Responsible Gaming,
Advertising & Sponsoring
Extended CF Management:
Herbert Beck
as of 31 December 2013
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SUPERVISORY BOARD REPORT
The Supervisory Board has performed the duties incumbent upon it pursuant
to statutory provisions and the Articles of Association in its meetings. The
Management Board has provided regular reports on business progress.
The Casinos Austria AG financial statements and management report were audited by the independent auditors
appointed at the Annual General Meeting on 12 April
2013, BDO Austria GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungs- und
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft and KPMG Austria GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungs- und Steuerberatungsgesellschaft.
The completed audit raised no grounds for objection. The
independent auditors have therefore confirmed that the
Casinos Austria AG annual financial statements and management report comply with statutory provisions.
The Supervisory Board confirms that it concurs with the
Management Board’s management report and the proposed distribution of profits and that it formally approves
the annual financial statements of Casinos Austria AG,
which are hereby adopted pursuant to Section 125 of the
Austrian Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz).
Furthermore, the Supervisory Board recommends that
the aforementioned audit firms, BDO Austria GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungs- und Steuerberatungsgesellschaft
and KPMG Austria GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungs- und
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft, also be appointed as independent auditors for the 2014 fiscal year at the Annual
General Meeting.

The Supervisory Board
Walter Rothensteiner
(Chairman)

SUPERVISORY BOARD (as of 31 December 2013)

Walter Rothensteiner
President, Director General (Chairman)
Kurt Pribil (from 12 April 2013)
Vice President, Director (1st Deputy Chairman)
Wolfgang Duchatczek (to 12 April 2013)
Vice President, Vice Governor (1st Deputy Chairman)
Johanna Stefan (from 12 April 2013)
Vice President, Director General (2nd Deputy Chairwoman)
Günter Geyer (to 12 April 2013)
Vice President, Director General (2nd Deputy Chairman)
Maria Theresia Bablik
Vice President (3rd Deputy Chairwoman)
STATE COMMISSIONERS

Alfred Lejsek
Alfred Katterl
Johannes Pasquali
MEMBERS OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

Hannes Bogner (from 12 April 2013)
Helmut Jonas (to 12 April 2013)
Friedrich Karrer
Peter Mooslechner (from 12 April 2013)
Gerald Neuber
Thomas Polzer (from 12 April 2013)
Josef Pröll (from 12 April 2013)
Leonhard Romig
Thomas Schröfl (to 12 April 2013)
Gerhard Starsich
Gottfried Wanitschek (to 12 April 2013)
Peter Zöllner (to 12 April 2013)
DELEGATED BY THE CENTRAL WORKS COUNCIL (CWC)

Vienna, 27 March 2014

Manfred Schönbauer (CWC Chairman)
Jürgen Nachbaur (CWC Chairman to 2 May 2013)
Thomas Bergmann
Christian Holz
Gerhard Hrubes
Peter Löb
Alexander Nachbaur (from 2 May 2013)
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LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
Casinos Austria’s core business is based on 12 limited period casino licenses
awarded by the Federal Ministry of Finance.

In Austria, the legislative framework for the regulation
of the gaming sector is established by the powers of legislation and execution accorded to the Federation in the
matter of “monopolies” in Chapter 1, Article 10 (4) of
the Federal Constitutional Law (Bundes-Verfassungsgesetz). Casinos Austria holds all 12 casino licenses currently issued pursuant to the provisions of the Austrian
Gaming Act (Glücksspielgesetz), i.e. the Federal Law of
28 November 1989 (as amended) to regulate games of
chance, and operates these casinos in the following locations: Baden, Bad Gastein, Bregenz, Graz, Innsbruck,
Kitzbühel, Kleinwalsertal, Linz, Salzburg, Seefeld,
Velden and Vienna.
AWARD OF LICENSES FOR THE “REGIONAL PACKAGE”

The licenses for the six casinos in the Austrian “regional
package” (Lower Austria 1, Salzburg, Tyrol 1 and Tyrol
2, Vorarlberg and Carinthia) announced in the Federal
Ministry of Finance’s December 2011 call for tenders
were awarded to Casinos Austria per official decree by
the Ministry of Finance on 23 September 2013 for a
license period of 15 years, i.e. to 31 December 2030.
CALL FOR TENDERS FOR INDIVIDUAL CASINO LICENSES

As a consequence of the 2010 amendments to the Austrian Gaming Act (Glücksspielgesetz), three further
casino licenses are planned in Austria in addition to
the existing 12 casino licenses. The call for tenders for
these three individual licenses (for the locations Vienna
Southwest, Vienna Northeast and Lower Austria 2) was
launched on 26 November 2012. The deadline for the
submission of bids was 10 June 2013. In this call for
tenders, the Ministry of Finance again placed particular
importance on the provision of far-reaching concepts,
processes, systems and mechanisms to protect players,
prevent gambling addiction and combat money laundering or other criminal activities. The Ministry also
placed a strong emphasis on operator experience and
quality assurance as well as on infrastructure, development measures and security concepts for each venue.

DEVELOPMENTS AT EU LEVEL

On 10 September 2013 the European Parliament voted
by a large majority to adopt a Resolution on online gambling. The basis for the Resolution was a report by MEP
Ashley Fox, which contained a number of proposals on
how EU Member States should handle online gambling.
The Resolution lays down several important principles
for future EU gambling policy:
• Online gambling should, like all other forms of gambling, also remain in future under the jurisdiction
of the Member States. Accordingly, there will be no
separate Directive on the harmonization of online
gambling.
• The Parliament hence supports the commitment to
the national specificities which determine the regulation of gambling in the individual EU Member States.
The report states as follows: “Because of the very great
differences in traditions, however, the subsidiarity
principle plays a particularly powerful role in this
area. To a large extent, the Member States themselves
determine how they want to regulate their gambling
sectors.”
• The Parliament supports the European Commission’s initiative to combat illegal online gambling
and encourages better cooperation between national
authorities to achieve this. This cooperation should
extend to the fight against gambling addiction, the
active prevention of unlicensed gambling offers and
measures to prevent money laundering.
The background behind the Parliament’s initiative,
which commissioned a third comprehensive report
on online gambling (following the Schaldemose and
Creutzmann reports in 2009 and 2011 respectively), is
the strong increase in the number of internet gambling
services on offer.
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Casinos Austria’s quality awareness is reflected both in our service excellence and in our compliance with the strict regulatory and responsible gaming directives that apply to the licensed
gaming industry. The management systems used throughout the company serve here as effective
tools in our quest for continuous improvement.
Casinos Austria is synonymous with highest quality
gaming. This reputation is founded on our absolute commitment to quality awareness – a commitment that is
shared by the members of our management board and
by our staff and is reflected both in our service excellence and in our compliance with the strict regulatory and responsible gaming provisions that apply to
the licensed gaming industry. Absolute responsibility towards each and every player, towards society and
towards the licensing authorities is an integral part of
our corporate culture.

CERTIFIED QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Our guests appreciate the high quality service, the professional handling of the games and the responsible,
personal service they encounter in all our casinos. In
surveys about casino and gaming companies, Casinos
Austria repeatedly excels against other operators – not
least for our effective and sustainable quality policy. By
continually enhancing and improving our quality management, we consistently and successfully live up to
our claim of being a “top quality, top name brand”. Our
quality management system has been certified to the
EN ISO 9001:2008 standard since 2011 and is audited
each year by an independent, external certification
body. In 2013, this audit was carried out in August by
Cologne-based KPMG Cert, who verified conformity to
the standard.
The ISO certification covers all licensed gaming activities as defined in the Austrian Gaming Act (Glücksspielgesetz) at Casinos Austria as a whole, i.e. at all 12 casinos currently operated by the company in Austria and at
our headquarters in Vienna. Its focus lies in particular
on guest registration, the implementation and effectiveness of responsible gaming and addiction prevention
measures, systems and programs, cash flow management, the calculation of odds and wins, guest services,
feedback and complaint management as well as staff
training. Casinos Austria reports the issue of the certificate each year to the Ministry of Finance in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the license agreement.
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GOODPRIV@CY SEAL OF APPROVAL FOR DATA

ANTI-CORRUPTION COMPLIANCE

PROTECTION

As part of its so-called 2012 transparency package, the
Austrian parliament passed new regulations on 27 June
2012 to tighten the country’s anti-corruption laws. The
legislation introduced by the Anti-Corruption Criminal
Law Amendment Act 2012 (Korruptionsstrafrechtsänderungsgesetz), which came into force on 1 January 2013,
establishes provisions for the effective pursuit and prosecution of cases of corruption as well as tougher penalties for offenders and the abuse of authority.

Our rigorous identity checks for casino guests and
transparency in prize transactions make it far easier for
the authorities to rule out criminal activity. All security procedures in our domestic casinos far exceed the
typical levels of control found in the gaming industry.
These procedures include entrance identity checks, the
monitoring of all cash transactions and the provision
of target group specific staff training. Data security and
conformity with data protection provisions is accorded
highest priority in the planning and development of any
software programs. This ensures, for example, that data
can only be accessed on a need-to-know basis by authorized members of staff.
Casinos Austria has held the GoodPriv@cy seal of
approval for data protection since February 2010. This
certification confirms our secure handling of personal
data, compliance with data protection and contractual
principles and commitment to the continual improvement of our data protection and information security
policies and measures. It also entitles the company to
use the GoodPriv@cy seal as confirmation of our data
protection compliance. Casinos Austria successfully
retained its GoodPriv@cy seal of approval following the
obligatory annual re-certification audit in July 2013.
The GoodPriv@cy seal of approval for data protection
confirms that data protection and information security
issues have been systematically addressed in all divisions
of the company. It also provides holders w
 ith a means of
objectively documenting and effectively communicating
their data protection activities to guests, customers,
business partners, the authorities, and the general public. In Casinos Austria’s case, the GoodPriv@cy s eal of
approval also serves as confirmation that the company
exceeds the data protection code of conduct requirements for gaming operators issued by the Federal
Chancellor.

Casinos Austria orients itself on the IDW PS 980 auditing standard for all its anti-corruption activities. Issued
by the Institute of Public Auditors in Germany, this
international standard defines the elements that a compliance management system must contain in order to
be considered appropriate. It aims to help compliance
officers to identify areas where formal arrangements
may be required and outlines how any such associated
arrangements may be established and justified. Under
the PS 980 standard, a risk analysis could, for example,
be used to identify those areas of business or business
units for which a compliance measure is required and
those where no such measures are necessary.
The stricter statutory anti-corruption provisions have
been met at Casinos Austria, for example by the introduction of a new directive applicable to the entire corporate group. An anti-corruption officer has also been
appointed. The regulations that had already come into
force in 2012 were extended in 2013 to include concrete
provisions. These provisions were demonstrably communicated to all our managers at a compulsory training course and to all staff by means of a comprehensive e-learning module. The design of our Compliance
Management System (CMS) was successfully audited in
April 2013 by external auditors. The system’s effectiveness will be verified by means of a performance audit in
spring 2014.
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COMBATTING MONEY LAUNDERING AND THE FINANCING OF TERRORISM

Casinos Austria uses an ISAE 3000 (International Standard on Assurance Engagements) approved management system in the prevention of money laundering and
criminal activities and continually assesses any money
laundering risks. We thus demonstrably and systematically implement the measures required to enforce the
“know your customer” principle as set out in the Austrian Gaming Act (Glücksspielgesetz) and the Austrian
Banking Act (Bankenwesengesetz). Our established security structures and the ISO 27001 compliant security
measures in place for our central computer center guarantee adherence to the applicable security regulations
for the operation of data storage systems.
We also introduced a new and binding group anti-money
laundering directive in 2011 to enforce the changes and
additions to the above-mentioned Gaming and Banking
Acts.
All relevant statutory provisions in the Gaming and
Banking Acts are categorized and assigned into risk
groups at regular intervals. These risk groups are then
subjected to a series of internal tests and subsequently
plotted on a risk and risk maturity map. All business
processes are documented to ensure full transparency
for our management team and anti-money laundering officer. In addition, our internal monitoring and
control system ensures that the statutory provisions
are reviewed at regular intervals and, where necessary,
incorporated into our business processes.
Based on the internal standards developed by our data
protection and anti-money laundering department, all
relevant business units were provided with appropriate
training and subjected to continuous control measures
in 2013.

These procedures and the management and measurement criteria defined in accordance with the ISAE 3000
standard ensure that the combatting of money laundering is consciously recognized and accepted as a management task. An important aspect in this regard is the
regular updating of the group-wide process map and
related guidelines. These updates are carried out at least
once a year.
RISK AND OPPORTUNITY MANAGEMENT

To complement the risk management procedures already
in place for our operative business, strategic risk and
opportunity management procedures have also been
established for the entire corporate group. These standardized procedures allow us to capitalize better on new
business opportunities and consciously address and
manage the associated risks. In addition to meeting the
provisions of the Austrian Company Law Amendment
Act 2008 (Unternehmensrechtsänderungsgesetz), this creates added value when it comes to the potential development of new opportunities.
Unified risk and opportunity categories have been established for all companies and divisions in the group.
Through their participation in this group-wide process,
the risks and opportunities for the group become the
targeted concern of all managers.
The risk and opportunity management system allows
us to manage the risks relating to product security and
quality, player protection, the protection of minors and
customer safety in an even more controlled manner
than before. At the same time, it also allows us to make
increased use of associated opportunities to optimize
product quality and customer satisfaction.
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INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEM

An internal control system (ICS) ensures the conformity
and cost effectiveness of procedures with regard to asset
security and compliance with corporate principles. The
ICS is regularly monitored by our internal auditors. As
an integral element of the ICS, the controlling system
ensures consistency in planning and reporting and thus
supports the continued development of the company
and the group as a whole.
PROCESS MANAGEMENT

Central process management allows effective cooperation
across the corporate group. Establishing greater transparency with regard to processes and responsibilities minimizes inefficiencies. A total of 17 members of staff are
now certified process managers. The process4.biz process
management tool is used to constantly update the group
operational and organizational chart, a copy of which is
available to staff via the intranet. Process optimization
activities serve as a means of improving the efficiency and
effectiveness of our corporate processes.
RESPONSIBLE GAMING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

All responsible gaming and responsible advertising
measures at Casinos Austria are managed through our
responsible gaming management system. Casinos Austria had long sought a possibility to obtain certification
for its responsible gaming activities and achieved this
objective in February 2014 when the Austrian Standards
Institute defined relevant criteria that could be used to
audit and certify a responsible gaming management system. These criteria are based, in turn, on the Responsible
Gaming Principles established by the European Casino
Association (ECA). The certification process involved
an intensive audit of eight different areas of activity,
namely staff training in responsible gaming, information for casino guests, access controls, advertising and
marketing, alcohol sales, gambling by company staff,

stakeholder involvement and researching/raising awareness of risk factors in the development of new gaming
products. Casinos Austria is the first gaming company
worldwide to have its responsible gaming management
system certified, thereby reinforcing and once again living up to its reputation as a pioneer in this field.
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casinos in austria
The 12 casinos in Austria offer a wide variety of games and a diverse range of attractive entertainment options and amenities. In 2013 – which had long been declared a ‘Lucky Year’ at Casinos
Austria – each and every guest had plenty of opportunities to enjoy some personal moments of luck
and happiness in our exciting casino world.
If you are looking for some fun and good times – and
perhaps also hoping for a little luck – the 12 casinos in
Austria are definitely the place to be. There’s something
to put a smile on your face wherever you go: in the foyer
where you are always assured a warm and friendly welcome, at the bar when that glass of bubbly slips down
particularly well, at the Roulette table as you wait in
anticipation to see if your number will come up, or on
the stage – and on your plate – at one of our dazzling
dinner shows. The architecture, setting and atmospheric
lighting effects all also add to the enjoyment of the
moment and make a trip to the casino a unique, allround experience.

There were plenty of good times to be had at the 12 Austrian casinos in 2013. The number 13 – regarded a lucky
number at Casinos Austria – lived up to its name and
provided even more opportunities to win, even more
events and even more gaming fun. And Lady Luck also
came calling for five very happy guests: five was namely
the number of times that the prized Mega Million Jackpot was hit in 2013 – providing each lucky winner with a
prize of over one million euros in cash. Casinos Austria’s
casinos offer great gaming, fun and excitement – and
moments of pure happiness – 364 days a year. A virtual
tour of these 12 casinos shows just how diverse a night
at the casino in Austria can be.
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Casino Baden

Casino Bregenz

Casino Baden continued its successful “gaming, events
& cuisine under one roof” concept in 2013. Indeed, it is
precisely this combination that has made the casino the
place to go in the south of Vienna and a leading tourist destination in the region for many years. Its gaming
floor is home to an extensive choice of games – from
Roulette, Poker and Blackjack to a wide selection of the
latest slot and gaming machines – making it the ideal
place for an exciting evening out.

Casino Bregenz is set in the heart of the city’s festival
district next to Europe’s largest floating stage and links
Lake Constance with the new “Seestadtareal” which is
currently under construction. The completion of renovations at the Vorarlberg Museum adds yet another totally
redesigned highlight to the many cultural attractions
this beautiful lakeside city has to offer. Alongside the
Kunsthaus museum of art, the Vorarlberger Landestheater state theater and the Festspielhaus festival and
convention center, the casino is one of the city’s main
attractions and a popular leisure destination for its cosmopolitan clientele.

With its own dedicated event company, Congress Casino
Baden (CCB), Casino Baden is also one of the most
important congress and event centers in Lower Austria.
Well over 200 different events were held there in 2013,
including gala dinners, conventions and cabaret shows.
It is also a popular tournament venue, and each year in
October, for example, the Poker elite flock to the casino
for the European Poker Championship. The restaurant at
Casino Baden is a popular destination in its own right –
and has been awarded a prestigious Gault-Millau toque
in recognition of its gourmet cuisine.
The Casino Baden Summer Lounge is a popular meeting
place in the warmer months. With its superb view over
the adjacent spa gardens, the welcoming al fresco terrace
is the ideal spot to relax and while away the evening over
a delicious cocktail or a glass of fine wine.

Gaming, entertainment and gourmet cuisine all come
together under one roof in the casino on the shores of
Lake Constance, where an extensive calendar of functions and events also rounded off the fun in 2013. At
the annual “Best of Vorarlberg” gourmet showcase – a
unique, compact, high quality event – premium food
producers from the region presented their wares in the
casino’s FALSTAFF restaurant, where guests had the
opportunity to sample the delicacies and listen to presentations by food experts. The Casino Bregenz Summer
Ball was the society event of the year, with over 400 VIPs
and celebrities from the worlds of politics, society,
entertainment, sport and business in attendance to celebrate the start of the season’s performing arts festival.
The casino also welcomed over 300 guests to the Bregenz
Business Breakfast event, which was organized in cooperation with the Bregenz tourism and marketing board.
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Casino Bad Gastein

Casino Graz

Casino Bad Gastein is located in the elegant, historical Grand Hotel de l’Europe. A seasonal operation, the
casino is open daily from 6 pm from the end of December to the end of March and from the beginning of July
to mid-September. It is set in the heart of the picturesque spa town’s Belle Époque town center, surrounded
by a stunning natural landscape that is ideal for outdoor
activities: skiing in the winter and hillwalking in the
summer months. The area is a real sports paradise and
also features extensive spa facilities, thermal baths and
other sports options. In addition to the gaming facilities
on offer in the casino, guests can also enjoy a drink in
the elegant casino bar or relax in its Smokey Joe’s smoking lounge. Exquisite dining options are available at
numerous partner restaurants in the near vicinity.

Casino Graz made its mark on several levels in 2013.
From a culinary perspective, the casino has now firmly
established itself as the “Wine Casino” in Austria. In
addition to the popular events organized by the “StyriaBurgenland Wine Friends”, the casino also hosted the
Eisenberg DAC Wine Tasting for the first time, when
winemakers from the Eisenberg region in southern Burgenland presented wines from their latest vintage. The
Collio wine tasting also proved very popular with guests,
who flocked to the casino to sample the latest offers
from this top winemaking region in northeast Italy.
Catering for this event was provided by the restaurant
team at the Kendov Dvorec Hotel in Slovenia, which was
recently commended by the Relais & Châteaux hotelier association. Some 600 wine critics and sommeliers
attended this event in 2013 and were rewarded with a
real culinary treat.

In addition to the nationwide promotions offered at all
casinos across Austria (like “The 13th is Your Lucky Day”
and “Ladies Day”), Casino Bad Gastein organized a range
of special promotions of its own in 2013. These included
five “Collect & Win” game-based promotions with prizes
from 777 to 1,000 euros, five mystery finals with a total
prize pool of 42,500 euros and seven dedicated Poker
events.
Throughout the entire winter and summer seasons,
guests also had the possibility to take part in the Casino
Bad Gastein High Score Cup, with players at the final
tables in April and September battling it out for total
prize monies of 4,700 euros.

Casino Graz also had much to offer in the entertainment sector. With around 90 shows and performances,
its Casino Comedy Club continued to impress audiences
for the 7th year in succession. Nowadays, almost everyone who’s anyone in the Austrian comedy world has performed at some time or another in Casino Graz.
Sports also featured strongly on the agenda in Graz in
2013 – the casino is a popular venue for award ceremonies with both professional and amateur sports associations, e.g. from the ice hockey, table tennis, golf and
football sectors. And by the way, Casino Graz celebrates
its 30-year anniversary in 2014.
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Casino Innsbruck

Casino Kitzbühel

Casino Innsbruck is elegant, modern and cosmopolitan, with a gaming floor that extends over three levels.
A special lighting system installed at the gaming tables
creates a variety of different moods and an appealing
atmosphere.

Casino Kitzbühel is an impressive sight even from a distance. Colorful, modern LED lighting makes the façade
shine like new and immediately attracts passers-by to
the eye-catching casino.

In “Lucky Year 2013”, the casino was once again a particularly popular meeting place for national and international guests alike, who clearly enjoyed the many different events on offer as well as the extensive gaming mix.
The Casineum at Casino Innsbruck is the perfect setting
to experience many a happy moment and is a popular
venue with local businesses and agencies for presentations or festive events that combine gourmet pleasure
with some fun gaming action.
The casino’s event calendar features a diverse selection
of events – from gaming tournaments, cabaret shows,
and concerts to lecture series and wine tastings. Indeed,
the first day of the popular SALON Austria Wine Awards
tour’s 2013 stop in Innsbruck attracted some 290 day
visitors to the casino – more than any other event in the
year. A selection of photos and videos of this event can
be found on the casino’s website.
Casino Innsbruck also got a new director in 2013:
Hannes Huter transferred from Casino Kitzbühel to take
over the reins in Innsbruck with effect from 1 April.

A number of renovations were carried out at Casino
Kitzbühel in the 2013 business year, including a revamp
of the Casineum event and function room and the second floor of the gaming area. Small but elegant is the
best way to describe this popular casino, which caters
perfectly to its discerning, upmarket clientele. Its gaming facilities are split over two floors, and seven new
Mega Million progressive slot machines have recently
been installed under colorful LED lights on the mezzanine level.
Particularly appetizing moments of happiness are on the
menu in the gourmet hinterstadt24 restaurant at Casino
Kitzbühel, where new lighting and a new decorative rear
wall panel enhance the warm and friendly ambience.
New bistro tables have been installed in the casino bar,
bringing added verve to the bar area. The restaurant is
renowned for its gourmet Austrian specialties – tastefully refined with subtle Mediterranean influences.
Paul Vogel was appointed Director of Casino Kitzbühel
with effect from 1 April 2013.
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Casino Kleinwalsertal

Casino Linz

Casino Kleinwalsertal’s unique location makes it one
of the highest casinos in the Alps. It lies directly adjacent to the Allgäu region and can still only be reached
by road through Germany. With 11,000 beds and around
1.6 million overnight visitors per year, Kleinwalsertal is
one of Austria’s leading tourist destinations. Yet it is not
just its location that makes this popular meeting place in
Riezlern so special but also its inimitable combination of
casino gaming, fine dining, clubbing and event facilities.

Casino Linz’s philosophy of addressing both regular
casino-goers as well as people simply looking for a fun
night out or event guests once again proved its worth
in 2013. Indeed, it is this very mix that makes Casino
Linz such a popular venue. The casino’s expansive gaming area with its eye-catching long bar in contemporary
cream-colored leather and mood-creating light pillars
contribute to ensuring that guests at Casino Linz always
have a good time.

Fine dining is the name of the game in the casino’s kostbar restaurant, which was awarded a Gault Millau toque
for the fourth year in succession in 2013. Its wandelbar
function room is the perfect location for larger groups
or special events, and the casino is well-known for its
professional event services. And if you are looking for
an entertaining end to a day of Alpine sporting activity,
the tanzbar club at Casino Kleinwalsertal is the place to
dance the night away.

Some 120 events were hosted in 2013 in the casino’s
200 square meter Casineum event room. The traditional
“Football Legends Party” at Casino Linz is now a permanent fixture in the Austrian sporting calendar, and the
2013 event was no different – attracting footballing legends from the last six decades and numerous celebrities
from the worlds of sport, politics and business. Later in
the year, Casino Linz hosted its popular “Oktoberfest”
party for the third year in a row.

The casino’s gaming area offers a choice of Roulette,
Blackjack and Poker tables as well as a selection of
70 slot and gaming machines. During the daily Slots
Happy Hour from 4 pm to 6 pm, Casino Kleinwalsertal
serves its guests snacks and drinks on the house. Its
regular gaming tournaments, which include contests
for the popular local card game Schafkopfen or monthly
Poker events, are yet another good reason to visit Casino
Kleinwalsertal.

The Casinos Austria Poker Tour (CAPT) stopped off in
Linz from 17 to 21 September 2013 for the first time –
and was a complete success. With a total of 143 buy-ins,
places at the tables for this inaugural event were already
virtually sold out.

The 25th of December has long been the busiest day of
the year in Casino Kleinwalsertal, and its Christmas Day
party is now a permanent fixture on the social calendar
for residents of the Allgäu and Kleinwalsertal region. In
2013, over 1,000 guests flocked to the casino on Christmas Day to join in the celebrations.

A sensational 385 players also took to the tables on
6 January 2013 for the annual Tarock club tournament.
A permanent fixture in the card club’s calendar, the
event proved a fantastic start to the “Lucky Year 2013”.
The fact that Casino Linz is also an ideal venue for more
unusual projects was clearly demonstrated by the art
project by Theo Blaickner, an Austrian artist known for
his surfaces and living sculptures work. In July, he photographed a black stallion in the casino’s gaming room.
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Casino Salzburg

Casino Seefeld

Casino Salzburg is located in the magnificent Schloss
Klessheim where baroque ambience, art and international flair combine beautifully with contemporary,
state-of-the-art gaming.

Guests looking for a good night out and some happy
moments are spoiled for choice in the cozy and rustic
ambience of Casino Seefeld. In 2013, a real treat was
in store for gourmets when the casino restaurant was
revamped and reopened in July with a completely new
look and totally new flavors.

New additions to the casino’s extensive gaming mix in
2013 included Punto Banco and Blackjack X-change – a
new version of Blackjack developed by Casinos Austria
and introduced in casinos across the country throughout
the year. Guests at Casino Salzburg can also enjoy their
gaming “al fresco” in the summer months, when the palace terrace becomes home to two Blackjack tables.
A visit to the restaurant in Schloss Klessheim is also well
worth the detour – both for the food and for the historic
setting: in times gone by, the so-called pleasure palace
was always the venue of choice for feasts and celebrations hosted by Salzburg’s venerable Prince-Archbishops. Today, it is still the ideal place for happy events of
all kinds – from Christmas parties, weddings and birthday celebrations to corporate functions and seminars.
Casino Salzburg is also a proud and valued partner to
many sporting events, including the Salzburg Festival
Golf Tournaments or the Casinos Austria Integration
Football World Cup.

As its name suggests, the superb cuisine on offer in
L’Osteria Italiana focuses on Italian specialties and tantalizes guests with an inimitable explosion of superb
southern flavors, aromas and spices. And to round off
a perfect meal, the revamped Cocktail Club Centrale
located directly in the casino is the ideal spot to relax
over a drink and enjoy the lounge-like atmosphere.
Casino Seefeld is a particularly popular destination with
German and Italian guests.
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Casino Velden

Casino Wien

Velden is well-known for its vibrant, pulsating atmosphere. And with its magnificent lake views, a visit to
the casino on the shores of the Wörthersee is a delight
for every guest. Its “Glamor in White” or “Pink Lake”
parties are just two examples of the some 300 events
that were hosted in Casino Velden’s expansive function
rooms in 2013 and attended by 68,000 guests. Diners in
the casino restaurant are treated to outstanding culinary
creations by chef de cuisine Marcel J. Vanic: a special
treat for any gourmet – as the restaurant has two Gault
Millau toques.

The dignified ambience of a city palace is immediately
apparent as soon as you enter the gaming area at Casino
Wien. The casino offers a diverse selection of gaming
options on three floors: from Roulette through Blackjack
to Poker and slot machines. The venue’s trendy Cercle
bar is the ideal spot to relax and enjoy the action at the
tables. Elegant, welcoming rooms encourage guests to
linger awhile and soak up the splendid historic ambiance
of the majestic Palais Esterházy.

An absolute highlight of the 2013 gaming year was the
Casinos Austria Poker Tour (CAPT), which stopped
off in Velden from 12 to 21 July. A large number of
the 500 international competitors at this event came
directly to the CAPT from the World Series of Poker
tournament in Las Vegas. With a total of 1.2 million
euros in prize money up for grabs, it was excitement all
the way in the gaming rooms.
In mid-September 2013, renovation work began on the
façade at Casino Velden. The old façade will be entirely
replaced and a new wave-like canopy roof added. The
new construction harmonizes perfectly with the “shared
space” project which is currently being realized by the
local authorities in Velden, the state of Carinthia and
Casinos Austria in front of the casino. The project will
give the town’s tourist center a new relaxation zone
where people can linger and enjoy a stroll. The casino’s
new wave-like canopy roof will be fitted with state-ofthe-art LED lighting that will bathe the square in front
of the casino in attractive light effects.
Velden is the summer metropolis in Austria, with countless guests flocking to the town to enjoy the lakeside
feeling and, of course, to see and be seen!

The busiest day at Casino Wien in “Lucky Year 2013” was
yet another 13, namely Friday 13 December – which is
also considered a lucky day at Casinos Austria. 2,240
guests visited the casino that day to see if Lady Luck was
on their side. Also especially popular throughout the year
were the special “Gentlemen’s Days” that were brought
into being by Casino Wien. From March 2013, these
events created some particularly happy moments for the
casino’s male guests on the first Tuesday of every month.
As on “Ladies Days” – which have long been a permanent
feature in the female social calendar – a special program is
put on for men on Gentlemen’s Days with plenty of great
promotions and chances to win. The main prize in 2013
was a brand-new Rolex Bamford, and there were lots of
other great prizes to be won at each of these events.
CASINO DIRECTORS IN AUSTRIA AS OF 31.12.2013

Casino Baden ………………
Casino Bad Gastein ………
Casino Bregenz ……………
Casino Graz ………………..
Casino Innsbruck ………..
Casino Kitzbühel …………
Casino Kleinwalsertal ……
Casino Linz …………………
Casino Salzburg …………..
Casino Seefeld …………….
Casino Velden ……………..
Casino Wien ……………….

Edmund Gollubits
Wolfgang Haubenwaller
Bernhard Moosbrugger
Andreas Sauseng
Hannes Huter
Paul Vogel
Bernhard Moosbrugger
Josef Kneifl
Wolfgang Haubenwaller
Mag. Ernst Hubmann
Mag. Othmar Resch
Ing. Reinhard Deiring
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Casino locations in austria
Casino Baden

Casino Innsbruck

Casino Salzburg

Kaiser-Franz-Ring 1
2500 Baden
Tel.: +43 /2252/ 444 96
Fax: +43 /2252/ 444 96-222
E-Mail: baden@casinos.at
www.baden.casinos.at

Salurner Straße 15
6020 Innsbruck
Tel.: +43 /512/ 58 70 40
Fax: +43 /512/ 58 70 40-14222
E-Mail: innsbruck@casinos.at
www.innsbruck.casinos.at

Schloss Klessheim
5071 Wals-Siezenheim
Tel.: +43 /662/ 85 44 55
Fax: +43 /662/ 85 44 55-18222
E-Mail: salzburg@casinos.at
www.salzburg.casinos.at

Congress Casino Baden

Casino Kitzbühel

Casino Seefeld

Tel.: +43 /2252/ 445 40-501
Fax: +43 /2252/ 445 40-60
E-Mail: congress.ccb@casinos.at
www.ccb.at

Hinterstadt 24
6370 Kitzbühel
Tel.: +43 /5356/ 623 00
Fax: +43 /5356/ 623 00-222
E-Mail: kitzbuehel@casinos.at
www.kitzbuehel.casinos.at

Bahnhofstraße 124
6100 Seefeld
Tel.: +43 /5212/ 23 40
Fax: +43 /5212/ 23 40-222
E-Mail: seefeld@casinos.at
www.seefeld.casinos.at

Casino Kleinwalsertal

Casino Velden

Walserstraße 31
6991 Riezlern
Tel.: +43 /5517/ 50 23
Fax: +43 /5517/ 50 23-16222
E-Mail: kleinwalsertal@casinos.at
www.kleinwalsertal.casinos.at

Am Corso 17
9220 Velden
Tel.: +43 /4274/ 20 64
Fax: +43 /4274/ 20 64-222
E-Mail: velden@casinos.at
www.velden.casinos.at

Casino Linz

Casino Wien

Rainerstraße 2–4
4020 Linz
Hotel Schillerpark
Tel.: +43 /732/ 65 44 87
Fax: +43 /732/ 65 44 87-17222
E-Mail: linz@casinos.at
www.linz.casinos.at

Kärntner Straße 41
1010 Vienna
Palais Esterházy
Tel.: +43 /1/ 512 48 36
Fax: +43 /1/ 512 48 36-21222
E-Mail: wien@casinos.at
www.wien.casinos.at

Casino Bad Gastein

Kaiser-Franz-Josef-Straße 14
5640 Bad Gastein
Grand Hotel de l’Europe
Tel.: +43 /6434/ 24 65
Fax: +43 /6434/ 24 65-11222
E-Mail: badgastein@casinos.at
www.badgastein.casinos.at
Casino Bregenz

Platz der Wiener Symphoniker 3
6900 Bregenz
Tel.: +43 /5574/ 45 127
Fax: +43 /5574/ 45 127-12222
E-Mail: bregenz@casinos.at
www.bregenz.casinos.at
Casino Graz

Landhausgasse 10
8010 Graz
Tel.: +43 /316/ 83 25 78
Fax: +43 /316/ 83 25 78-222
E-Mail: graz@casinos.at
www.graz.casinos.at

Goldfinger

The Roulette demo table is always a popular place. So that our guests can really
experience the thrill of the game and enjoy an exciting evening in an exclusive
atmosphere with some thrilling moments and plenty of chances to be lucky …

… our experienced croupiers show them how to play the game at our demonstration tables.

During these demonstrations, guests have the opportunity to place symbolic bets and sample the
world of gaming for themselves – without risk.

They can try out the games, ask the croupier questions and …

… even place all their chips on one single number!

The thrill and excitement remain the same, and some people even feel like James Bond – at least for a little while!
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Casinos Austria International
2013 was a year of consolidation at Casinos Austria International (CAI). The restructuring
program introduced two years ago was successfully continued. The only disappointment were
the developments in Argentina.
The general economic situation developed very differently in the individual CAI group markets in the first
six months of 2013, but was still heavily influenced by
the national debt and currency crisis in Europe. The
debt crisis in Greece continues, and bailing out the debtridden country is still a cause of concern for the European Union. Subdued consumer confidence in the wake
of rising unemployment and low real wage growth also
impacted demand for casino products in the CAI group’s
European core markets.
The stable economic development in the CAI group’s
non-European markets continued in 2013. A clear rise
in demand for casino products could be seen, for example, in Canada and South America. In contrast, no rise in
demand for casino products could be seen in Australia,
despite an economic upturn.
In Macedonia, CAI won an international tender for the
right to operate Video Lottery Terminals (VLTs) and
online gaming in the country.
CAI’s casino operations in Hungary profited from the
Hungarian government’s ban on slot machines outside
licensed casinos that came into effect on 10 October
2012. To accommodate the increase in demand, Casino
Sopron was relocated to new, larger premises in November 2013.
In December 2013, CAI sold its Romanian subsidiary.
The decision to sell was prompted by the persistent negative results at this operation.
March 2013 marked the closing of the sale of CAI’s
casino operation in Chile following the signing of a provisional sale contract in December 2012. CAI’s holding in
the VLT operation in Italy was also sold in March 2013.

The license issued to Entretenimientos y Juegos de Azar
S.A. (ENJASA) to operate games of chance and lottery
games in the Argentinian province of Salta was revoked
on 13 August 2013. An appeal against this decision was
lodged forthwith, but was rejected on 19 November
2013. Since no further legal appeals were permissible,
the withdrawal of the license became legally binding,
and the company immediately ceased its lottery operations and closed its casinos and slot parlors. On 6 February 2014, ENJASA launched proceedings to have the
license withdrawal nullified; a decision on this case is
still pending.
At the end of 2013, CAI and its partners operated
35 gaming venues in 14 countries and on board six luxury cruise ships. Together these operations employed a
total of 2,700 staff. In 2013, CAI’s casinos welcomed a
total of 5.98 million guests, a 2 percent increase yearon-year. Consolidated total revenues for these operations fell by 5.2 percent to 124.1 million euros. This
drop can be attributed in part to the recent developments in Argentina.
Casinos Austria International publishes financial
reports in the Oesterreichische Kontrollbank’s (OEKB)
Issuer Information Centre. The 2013 financial report
will be available for download at the end of April 2014
at http://issuerinfo.oekb.at/startpage.html.
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OUTLOOK 2014

CORPORATE PROFILE

CAI’s primary interest lies in maintaining its operations
in the European market and expanding its holdings in
Asia and North America. Particular focus will be placed
here on Canada, where a privatization of the gambling
sector is on the cards. At the same time, CAI will continue to take advantage of low-risk foreign growth
opportunities, for example on a management contract
basis.

Casinos Austria International’s expertise ranges from
the evaluation, planning, building and operation of classic casino venues through to the development of modern entertainment center concepts in which the casino
product fits harmoniously into a wider range of entertainment services such as bars, restaurants, events
and concerts. Each individual venue is always carefully
designed and crafted to meet the needs of its own particular market.

A joint venture with the Macedonian state lottery company has been established for the operation of VLTs
in Macedonia. The first terminals are expected to be
introduced in mid-2014. A management contract for a
casino in Macedonia has also been signed. This casino
is expected to open in mid-2015. CAI is also continuing
its efforts to secure further projects in Southeast Asia
(Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia) in the lottery and casino
sectors.
While management still holds to the assumption that
the domestic market in Europe will continue to decline
as a result of stagnating private household consumer
spending, it also anticipates a further rise in purchasing
power in North America and in Southeast Asia.
CAI has accepted a takeover offer from Aquis Casino
Acquisitions Pty Ltd for its operations in Cairns and
Canberra. The closing of this sale is expected to take
place in the second half of the 2014 business year.

CAI also works closely with Casinos Austria AG, Austrian Lotteries and the other companies in the group to
develop innovative new products for the gaming industry, thereby ensuring that the corporate group remains
in a position to profit internationally from future regulatory developments, e.g. in the VLT or online gaming
sectors.
This broad portfolio of development, consulting and
management services has allowed CAI to realize more
licensed gaming projects in more jurisdictions than any
other company in the industry since it was founded in
1977.
Service, quality, integrity, responsibility, and respect for
local traditions are the driving forces behind the company’s success and are reflected in all its business activities.
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AUSTRIAN LOTTERIES
2013 was also a year full of happy moments and highlights at Austrian Lotteries: the successful relaunch of the Toto football pool, the centenary of the Klassenlotterie, the launch of the subsidiary in
Albania and the expansion of the sales network through new micro-terminals. The proud result:
annual sales exceeded the 3 billion euro mark for the first time in the company’s history.
With annual sales of some 3.05 billion euros, Austrian
Lotteries posted record sales for the third year in succession. This result was made possible above all by the
popularity of the online gaming platform win2day
(+5.27 percent) and by the strong growth in revenues
at the WINWIN VLT outlets (+20.3 percent). Gratifying
increases in sales were also achieved for two products
that are particularly rich in tradition: the Klassenlotterie
(class lottery), which celebrated its centenary in 2013,
and the traditional Toto football pool, which underwent
the biggest relaunch in its history.

THE NEW TOTO

For 64 years, the Toto “12er” (12 correct tips) was the
measure of all things in football pools in Austria. Its
place was taken over in 2013 by the new Toto “13er”
(13 correct tips). On 7 September 2013, the football
pool was totally relaunched – with the biggest changes
in its long and successful history. The improvements
made in the all-new Toto include new betting formulas,
two rounds every week, a tailor-made match program as
well as more prize tiers and more chances of winning.
Austrian Lotteries have thus introduced the first Toto
game in Europe to offer players a choice in the match
program. There are 18 fixtures on the match program
for each round of Toto. The first five fixtures are mandatory and must be selected (= mandatory matches).
The remaining eight matches can be selected at will
from the other 13 fixtures (= optional matches). A total
of 13 matches must be selected in each column. These
changes proved very popular with customers, and this
was reflected in a 19.8 percent rise in annual sales to
10 million euros.
The Klassenlotterie (class lottery) is Austria’s second
oldest lottery game and celebrated its centenary in 2013.
The class lottery has survived no less than five currency
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reforms since it was founded by Emperor Franz Joseph
and while it has been regularly modified and improved
over the years, it has always remained true to its basic
format: a numbers lottery that is conducted in six game
phases (the so-called classes). To mark the centenary,
the 176th Klassenlotterie, which began on 13 May 2013,
was run as an anniversary lottery and included extra
draws for a total of 5 million euros – in the form of 100
prizes of 50,000 euros each.
OVER 2.3 BILLION EUROS
IN TOTAL PRIZE MONEY PAID OUT

The balance sheet of winners at Austrian Lotteries was
also very impressive in this reporting year. No less than
259 customers – the equivalent of five per week – won
big in 2013. By “big winners” we mean those players
who won at least 100,000 euros on an Austrian Lotteries game. These were most frequent among Lotto (82),
Joker (75) and EuroMillions (32) players. Lady Luck was
particularly generous to 46 of these lucky winners in
2013: they each became lottery millionaires. Almost all
of these – 44 to be exact – did so by picking the six correct numbers in a Lotto game. In June, the Lotto “6 aus
45” national lottery produced the second-highest win in
its history, when a player from Vienna was the only one
to pick all six correct numbers and collected a quintuple
rollover jackpot of more than 9.2 million euros. Over
2.3 billion euros in prize money was paid out to players
in 2013.
433.83 MILLION EUROS IN TAX PAYMENTS

Austrian Lotteries made total tax payments amounting to 433.83 million euros in the reporting year; this

includes gaming-related, income and other taxes and
duties. Since it was founded in 1986, the company has
paid more than 9.37 billion euros in taxes to the Republic of Austria.
80 MILLION EUROS FOR SPORT

Sports sponsorship is a social mandate that Austrian
Lotteries has proudly embraced since 1986: over the
past 27 years, the company has paid a total of almost
1.15 billion euros into the Besondere Bundes-Sportförderung (special federal sports fund). Through the sports
funding provisions established in the Austrian Gaming
Act (Glücksspielgesetz), Austrian Lotteries makes a crucial contribution to the financing of sports in Austria.
Amateur sports, which play a very important role in
society, profit in particular from this solidarity model.
SALES NETWORK EXPANDED

Austrian Lotteries adapted its sales structure in the first
six months of 2013 in line with customer demands. The
mini-terminals that had been used to handle all instant
lottery sales activities at points of sale since 2002 were
replaced by new generation machines. These latest standard micro-terminals also feature a built-in play slip/
ticket scanner and are permanently linked to the Austrian Lotteries computer center.
The built-in play slip/ticket scanner means that the new
micro-terminals can also be used for all our play slip/
ticket-based lottery draw games – Lotto “6 aus 45”,
EuroMillions, Toto, Zahlenlotto 1–90, Joker, Bingo and
ToiToiToi. The new micro-terminals have been installed
at a total of 1,592 points of sale across the whole of
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Austria. Of these, 1,118 are so-called “Quick Points of
Sale” where players can only “choose” their numbers for
a lottery draw game in the form of a “Quicktipp” (i.e. a
lucky dip, where the numbers are generated at random
by software running on the terminal).
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Back in September 2012, it was announced that Austrian
Lotteries had won the international public tender for the
license to operate the national lottery in Albania. The
Albanian Finance Ministry had rated the bid submitted
by Austrian Lotteries on 20 June 2012 highest among
the bids received. In the period from mid-November
2012 to end-March 2013, the company’s Lotaria Kombëtare subsidiary was set up with its registered office
in Tirana. Project teams in Vienna and Albania worked
together to develop and implement a national lottery
that was specially customized for the Albanian market. A sales network was established and the necessary
technical and organizational structure put in place. This
included the setting up of a computer center that was
linked to the Austrian Lotteries central computer center
in Austria, the adaptation of terminal and core software
to the customized Albanian games and sales structure
and the equipping of the sales outlets in Albania with
the same cutting edge micro-terminals that are in use in
Austria.
The first product to be launched was the Loto “6 nga
39” (Lotto “6 out of 39”) national lottery. Ticket sales
began on 8 April 2013, and the first draw took place
live on Albanian television on Sunday 21 April 2013
at 8.15 pm. In September 2013, Lotaria Kombëtare
launched its first two scratch card games – “Super Cash”
and “Arka e thesarit”, closely followed in November by
the seasonal “Surprizat e festave” scratch card game.
The scratch cards are very popular with consumers and
are proving to be an excellent product for the Albanian
market.

The nationwide sales network in Albania already encompasses 510 sales outlets. Austrian Lotteries strict responsible gaming and player protection standards also apply
at Lotaria Kombëtare in Albania and are systematically
implemented by its responsible gaming officers. Responsible gaming measures also include comprehensive training courses for staff in the sales outlets.
The foundation for the market launch in the Russian
Republic of Bashkortostan was laid back in April 2008
when a memorandum of understanding regarding the
introduction of a national lottery game was signed
between the government of the Bashkortostan Republic and the board of Austrian Lotteries. The Ural Loto
company, which was established to handle lottery operations in Bashkortostan, introduced its first scratch card
game (“Lucky Hearts”) in December 2008 and followed
this with the launch of the Lotto “6 out of 40” national
lottery on 14 September 2009. In November 2010, the
“Joker” and “Lotto Pyramid” lottery games were added
to the Ural Loto portfolio.
The popularity and demand for lottery products in Bashkortostan were boosted in 2013 by two attractive lottery-related events. In September, a second weekly draw
for the Lotto “6 out of 40” and Joker lotteries was introduced (in addition to the existing Sunday draws, they
are now drawn on Thursdays as well). The second positive event was the launch of “Supersprint”, Ural Loto’s
first break-open ticket lottery, which has been on sale
since August 2013.
In accordance with Russian Federation legislation, taxes
and duties raised from the sale of lottery products are
used to support social causes and to finance socially
significant projects and measures. In Bashkortostan,
these taxes and duties have been used predominantly to
finance the purchase of ambulances and medical equipment for local hospitals.
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Austrian lotteries

total sales in 2013

facts and figures 2013

by product
in Millions
EURo

Sales
Total tax payments
of which gaming-related taxes and duties

3,049.11

product

572,913,793.45

-6.02 %

9,043,870.00

+19.84 %

973,138.40

+5.03 %

10,184,679.00

-3.26 %

322,506,969.70

-5.20 %

18,374,803.00

+7.19 %

4,004,518.00

-0.52 %

Joker

181,616,769.35

-3.11 %

5,234

Rubbellos

119,382,972.05

-2.38 %

4,111

Brieflos

24,927,618.55

+1.13 %

Klassenlotterie

32,379,704.00

+7.01 %

1,197,624,176.50

+5.27 %

3,974,457.49

-17.82 %

551,206,816.90

+20.30 %

3,049,114,286.39

+3.17 %

433.83
422.31

Lotto “6 aus 45”
Toto

80.00

Torwette

Income from ordinary activities (POA )

50.10

Bingo

Annual income

38.97

EuroMillions

Retained earnings

40.00

Sports funding

number
Employees (FTE*)
Total distribution network
Points of sale (complete product range)

532

“Quick” points of sale (complete
product range, play slip/ticket games
only as “Quicktipp” option)
Sales outlets

1,118
5

ToiToiToi
Zahlenlotto 1–90

win2day and Keno
win2day Poker

*

WINWIN
*Full-time equivalent

change
sales 2013
compared to
in EURo previous year

Total
*Rake only
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win2day
Whatever your preference – Roulette, Lotto or slots – win2day offers great online gaming fun for
all target groups. Its product portfolio includes a wide selection of casino games, dedicated Games,
Poker and Bingo Rooms as well as a range of classic lottery games. In 2013, win2day also added
sports betting to its portfolio.
Casinos Austria and Austrian Lotteries operate the
win2day online gaming platform via a joint subsidiary
company. win2day not only provides the technology
behind this online and mobile gaming platform, it also
serves as the umbrella brand for the gaming products
and information on the site.
A whole range of new casino games were added to the
win2day portfolio in 2013. These included six new
slot games – “Alles Walze”, “Castle Builder”, “Dragon’s
Cave”, “Fantasy Forest”, “Frozen Diamonds” and “Scary
Friends” – as well as two new Video Poker games – “Lucky
Joker Bonus” and “Queen and Kings” – and the new card
game “Blackjack X-change”. The mini-games “River of
Riches”, “Legend of Olympus” and “Pinguin Splash” were
integrated into the Bingo Room. The mobile portfolio
was extended by the “Alles Walze“, “Draw Poker”, “Grand
Blackjack“ and “River of Riches“ games. These games can
be played directly via mobil.win2day.at and are optimized for the two leading mobile operating systems (iOS
and Android).
The slots portfolio also attracted international attention. win2day was honored in the renowned European
eGaming Review Awards 2013 with a nomination in
the category “Slots Operator of the Year“. Its subsidiary, Rabcat Computer Graphics GmbH, was also nominated in the category “Game of the Year” for its “Castle
Builder” game.

In the Austria-only Poker Room, players can try their
luck at the virtual Poker tables in the popular Texas
Hold’em and Omaha variants of the game. All the tables
in the Poker room are “Austria-only” tables. In other
words, the opponents at the tables are all players from
Austria. Games are played with 52 cards (= one deck)
which are provided by the central computer. The cards
are also shuffled and dealt randomly by a central software application.
The launch of SOL 10 on 1 October 2013 marked the
start of the greatest adventure in win2day Poker history.
Players had to complete a series of challenges over the
course of 10 missions. Depending on their level of success, players can win Poker credits, free rolls, personal
SOL 10 avatars and the chance to play without rake.
Additional prizes in November also included a VW Golf
Trendline worth 20,000 euros and an extra 10,000 euros
in cash.
Draws are carried out at one-minute intervals in the
Bingo Room. Players can play up to a maximum of
30 tickets per game and can choose between tickets
with either 75 or 90 numbers. The cost of a Bingo ticket
ranges from 0 to 25 cents depending on the game. Various special promotions were held to mark different occasions throughout the year like Easter, spring, the start
of fall or Christmas. These included guaranteed prize
games, extended happy hours (with half-price tickets),
free games, picture bingo and entertaining chat games.
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SPORTS BETTING ON WIN2DAY

win2day added sports betting to its portfolio with effect
from 13 February 2013. Work on the implementation
had been ongoing since April 2012 and was carried out
in cooperation with tipp3. With this addition, the company has raised its entertainment value, increased the
fun factor and secured its position as the leading online
gaming site in the Austrian market.
Three types of bets are offered on the win2day site. The
classic sporting bet is targeted at players who have a
strong interest in sport, like to bet on future sporting
events and prefer to select from a predefined set of possible outcomes. In contrast, players who opt for the live
bet option can bet on events that are currently underway. A totally new option exclusive to win2day are the
so-called Bonus-Tipps (bonus bets). They offer a simple
and straightforward introduction to the world of sports
betting. With just one click, players can place a bet
on the top team in one of the European leagues or on
selected home or away matches. The odds bonus adds to
the package to produce very attractive total odds. The
odds bonus packages provide variety and contribute to
the high entertainment value enjoyed on the win2day
site.
Sports betting transactions are handled using the player’s existing win2day wallet (Depot). This ensures that
sports betting customers are also guaranteed the full
benefits of the responsible gaming and player protection
program in place on the win2day site.
Once again, there was an active exchange of information
with users via the win2day Facebook page throughout
the reporting year. win2day answers postings on this
page about the games on the win2day site and asks users
for their feedback and opinions on these games. The
information received is fed into the product development process. News about what’s going on at win2day
is also posted, and various prize games are held using

customized apps. At the end of 2013, the win2day Facebook page had around 16,500 friends.
win2day received a Columbus Trophy in the category
“ Web 2.0/Social Media” at the prestigious DMVÖ
Awards 2013 for its marketing efforts on Facebook prior
to the launch of the new “Forsaken Kingdom” slot game.
The DMVÖ Awards are organized by Dialog Marketing
Verband Österreich, the Austrian association for dialog
marketing.
CORPORATE PROFILE

win2day Entwicklungs- und Betriebsgesellschaft m.b.H.
was founded in 2004 and is a subsidiary of Entertainment Glücks- und Unterhaltungsspiel Gesellschaft
m.b.H., in which Austrian Lotteries and Casinos Austria
each hold a 50 percent stake. Its purpose of business is
the development and operation of electronic lotteries,
which are offered via the win2day platform. Users access
all games and information on the win2day site under
a common brand identity, regardless of data transfer
medium or communication device. win2day Entwicklungs- und Betriebsgesellschaft m.b.H. has held an
80 percent share in the Vienna-based games developer
Rabcat Computer Graphics GmbH since June 2010.
Thanks to the new casino games added to its portfolio
and the introduction of sports betting, win2day again
succeeded in increasing its sales in 2013. Sales of electronic lottery products (including Poker rake) on the
win2day platform were up by 5.17 percent compared to
the previous year.
As with all their products and services, the protection of
minors and the protection of players against excessive
gambling have also been a priority for Austrian Lotteries
and Casinos Austria on the win2day platform. Detailed
information on the extensive responsible gaming measures in place for win2day can be found in the Responsible
Gaming section of this report, which starts on page 47.
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WINWIN – Video Lottery Terminals
Great gaming, entertainment and cuisine at Casinos Austria are not restricted to the group’s
casino operations. 13 WINWIN outlets across the country also offer a winning combination of
café, bar and gaming.
The WINWIN outlets are meeting places for fun-loving,
entertainment-minded people who enjoy a good night
out. They offer guests aged 18 or over the opportunity
to try their luck on cutting edge Video Lottery Terminals (VLTs) in a stylish setting, with good value bistro
cuisine, well-trained staff and regular live music events
and entertainment programs.
Each WINWIN outlet is an attractive and important
addition to the local and regional leisure and tourism
amenities on offer at its host site. Launched in 2004
with three VLT outlets, WINWIN outlets can now be
found at 13 locations across Austria. The most recent
addition to the WINWIN portfolio was the outlet in Salz
burg, which opened in May 2012. With each new outlet,
WINWIN also generates new jobs and offers a responsible, legal alternative to low-wager slot machines, border
casinos and illegal gambling facilities. Detailed information on the responsible gaming measures in place at the
WINWIN outlets can be found in the Responsible Gaming section of this report, which starts on page 47.
Each outlet offers between 49 and 150 VLTs with up to
45 different games. VLTs can be played from as little as
one cent per game, with a maximum bet of 10 euros and
maximum winnings of 25,000 euros. The WINWIN outlets also serve as points of sale and sales outlets for all
Austrian Lotteries products (play slip/ticket lottery draw
games and instant lotteries). WINWIN outlet customers
also have access to the tipp3 betting program through
the tipp3max brand. The combination of live bets, top
odds and instant pay-outs creates an extremely attractive offer for betting fans, who can follow their favorite
sporting events live on the big screen.

The fundamental concept behind the WINWIN brand
is the seamless link between gaming and gastronomy.
Under the motto “WINWIN – Café, Bar and Gaming”
WINWIN outlets all combine fun VLT gaming with a
bistro-style food and drinks service in an appealing, contemporary setting. In addition to an impressive drinks
menu, the bars in the outlets also serve a selection of
high quality snacks and light meals at moderate prices.
Guests thus don’t have to spend a fortune to enjoy a fun
evening in a relaxed setting: the dress code in the WINWIN outlets is casual, with no jacket or tie required.
The WINWIN outlets also host a huge variety of different
events throughout the year – from private viewings and
wine tastings to Poker challenge events in cooperation
with Casinos Austria, and much more. With its annual
Blues Festival in Bruck an der Leitha each summer,
WINWIN is also host to a well-known – and very popular
– cultural event. WINWIN outlets are open 364 days a
year from midday until after midnight and only remain
closed on 24 December. Access to W
 INWIN outlets is
restricted to guests aged 18 or over, and admission is
free.
Video Lottery Terminals are optically similar to the classic slot machines found in casinos, but differ in their
gaming mechanism and technology. While each slot
machine calculates its win/lose decisions independently
via a random generator, this decision is calculated for
VLTs by a central random generator – based on predetermined odds and payout rates. The central computer
then uses modern telecommunications to transmit the
results to the individual terminals.
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CORPORATE PROFILE

THE 13 WINWIN OUTLETS

Glücks- und Unterhaltungsspiel Betriebsgesellschaft
m.b.H. is a subsidiary of Entertainment Glücks- und
Unterhaltungsspiel Gesellschaft m.b.H., a joint venture between Casinos Austria and Austrian Lotteries in
which each holds a 50 percent share. As an Austrian Lotteries sales partner, the company offers electronic lotteries in the form of VLTs in the name and on behalf of
Austrian Lotteries under the WINWIN brand. Electronic
lotteries are defined in Section 12a of the Austrian Gaming Act (Glücksspielgesetz) as draws in which the player
participates directly using electronic media.

LOWER AUSTRIA

2460 Bruck/Leitha, Wiener Gasse 3
2483 Ebreichsdorf, Racinoplatz 1 (in the Magna Racino)
3500 Krems, Dinstlstraße 3
UPPER AUSTRIA

4780 Schärding, Unterer Stadtplatz 3
4400 Steyr, Grünmarkt 17
4840 Vöcklabruck, Stadtplatz 21
4600 Wels, Kaiser-Josef-Platz 8
Salzburg

2013 was a very successful business year for WINWIN:
sales for the year were up by about 20.3 percent to
551.21 million euros. This growth can be attributed in
part to the increased number of outlets in operation
(2013 was the first full year of business for the outlet in
Salzburg). But the vast majority of the other outlets also
posted an increase in sales.

5700 Zell am See, Seegasse 5 (in the pedestrian zone)
5020 Salzburg, Bayerhamerstraße 12a
(opened 24 May 2012)
TYrol

6330 Kufstein, Feldgasse 12
6500 Landeck, Malserstraße 25
9900 Lienz, Bozener Platz (opposite the railway station)
6290 Mayrhofen, Am Marienbrunnen 346
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tipp3
Austria’s leading sports betting provider began 2013 with an intensive sales partner support offensive. tipp3 remains a strong partner for Austrian football and has further extended its cooperation
with the Austrian Football Association and the Austrian national football team.
tipp3 first began marketing its betting products in 2001
and has developed over the years into the leading operator in the Austrian sports betting sector. Integrity, competence and a well thought-out portfolio of products
have ensured that the company has not only succeeded
in standing its ground in this liberalized market but has
also consistently grown and prospered. The continual
optimization of its betting products plays a key role in
this success; in 2012, for example, the betting slip and
online betting portfolio were totally relaunched and a
new live betting option was introduced.
From the very outset, tipp3 has been able to boast an
extensive nationwide sales network built on the Austrian Lotteries sales partners. This distribution channel is absolutely on a par with that offered online on
www.tipp3.at. tipp3 fully understands the significance
of its terrestrial sales channel and knows how important
it is to be a reliable and competent partner for staff in
these points of sale. To ensure that it continues to satisfy customer demands to the best possible level, the
company further intensified its commitment to its sales
partners in 2013.

SALES FOCUS

In addition to the core support services provided to the
points of sale by the Austrian Lotteries field sales force,
tipp3 began an intensified sales information offensive
in the reporting year. It is particularly important in the
sports betting sector to keep sales outlets continually
informed and up-to-date on the individual leagues and
competitions – and thus also promote sales. Special tipp3
promoters visit the sales partners at regular intervals to
discuss and answer questions on the Champions League,
the Europa League, the tipp3 Bundesliga and Erste Liga
in Austria as well as on the current betting program and
promotions.
BATTLE TO SAFEGUARD INTEGRITY IN SPORT

In 2012, tipp3 together with the Austrian Bundesliga and
the Austrian Football Association (ÖFB) founded the dedicated “Play Fair Code – Association to Safeguard Integrity in Sport” – and thus established a showcase model in
this sector. The association has already launched a training and information offensive aimed at all teams in the
Austrian Bundesliga to raise awareness among players,
coaches, trainers and other people involved with the clubs
with regard to fighting fraud and match-fixing in football.
Sports betting operators play a key role in combatting
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match-fixing in sport: in addition to having systems in
place to permanently monitor bets placed, they also have
the specialist know-how that is needed to correctly interpret the data. The association draws on the support of the
experts at Better Game Solutions (BGS), a tipp3 brand,
who readily supply their knowledge, extensive experience
and expertise in this field.
PARTNERSHIP WITH THE ÖFB

tipp3 will be working even more closely with the Austrian
Football Association (ÖFB) in future. This intensified
cooperation is of particular importance with regard to the
company’s internationalization plans, since tipp3 – which
has been an ÖFB partner since 2008 – is THE sports betting provider in Austria. The Austrian national team manager, Marcel Koller, will play a central role in the extended
partnership.

economy in Austria. With its so-called BrandBuzz social
brand reviews, the IAB regularly assesses the social media
presence of companies on an industry and sector basis.
ÖSTERREICHISCHE SPORTWETTEN
GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H.

Österreichische Sportwetten Gesellschaft m.b.H. (tipp3)
was founded in April 2000 and began its gaming operations on 24 August 2001. The company is a subsidiary of
Entertainment Glücks- und Unterhaltungsspiel Gesellschaft m.b.H. (56 percent), Mediaprint Zeitungs- und
Zeitschriftenverlag Ges.m.b.H. & Co. KG (26 percent)
and Bundesländerverlage Beteiligungsgesellschaft
m.b.H. (18 percent). Casinos Austria AG and Austrian
Lotteries each hold a 50 percent share in Entertainment
Glücks- und Unterhaltungsspiel Gesellschaft m.b.H.
BETTER GAME SOLUTIONS (BGS)

TIPP3 ONLINE

As part of its 2012 relaunch, tipp3 greatly extended its
product portfolio, completely redesigned its internet
presence and introduced a comprehensive range of live
betting options. This also allowed it to communicate its
brand values – integrity, security, reliability, quality and
simplicity – even more effectively. Through well-coordinated communication measures and a broad selection of
attractive betting options, tipp3 successfully reached and
retained new target groups, particularly via social media.
This was confirmed when tipp3 was ranked first in the
Internet Advertising Bureau’s (IAB) BrandBuzz Ranking
for the online betting and gambling sector in the third
quarter of 2013. The IAB is the platform for the digital

BGS is the solution provider for all sports betting products in the Casinos Austria and Austrian Lotteries Group.
At the same time, BGS is also the brand with which
Österreichische Sportwetten GmbH targets institutional
customers. BGS offers modern, failsafe systems and comprehensive consulting services in the design, marketing
and operation of gaming and betting products to gaming
and betting providers and other companies who wish to
enter the sports betting market.

Culinary pleasures

A romantic meal in the casino restaurant – a superb
way to start or finish a great evening at the casino.

Fun gaming and culinary delights come together in our casinos.

The perfect welcome. Impeccable service. And always on the menu: happy – and delicious – moments.

Cooked specially for you by the best chefs in Austria.

In a setting that takes your breath away.

The atmosphere in Marcel J. Vanic’s kitchen is as intense as at the Roulette table.
But here, nothing is left to chance.

A wonderful evening. A sublime meal.

Everything has to be absolutely perfect.

Success – on a plate. The kitchen team really does deserve its Gault Millau rating.
Real commitment reaps rewards too, not just a lucky bet at the Roulette table.
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2013 Financial Year
ECONOMIC UPDATE

Economic growth in Austria lost steam in 2013 in light
of the sluggish European economy and the slowdown
in world trade. Gross domestic product (GDP) grew by
only 0.3 percent compared to the previous year. While
the economy stagnated in the first half of the year in
particular, a gradual economic recovery process did
set in towards the middle of the year. Stimulus from
the export sector was comparatively weak, with subdued demand from key export markets like Italy, the
Czech Republic and Hungary leaving growth in goods
exports in the reporting year standing at 2.5 percent
in real terms. Economists expect the export sector to
pick up in 2014 and to be accompanied by a general
economic recovery in Austria (projected GDP growth:
1.7 percent).

The uncertainty regarding future sales noticeably
deflated corporate investment spending in 2013. For
the first time in years, consumer spending also failed to
bring about growth in the Austrian economy: although
the general upsurge in prices did recently wane, private
consumer spending stagnated in the reporting year.
This was particularly noticeable for durable goods, with
consumers clearly deferring purchasing decisions for
goods like automobiles or furniture. In contrast, consumers cut back less strongly on nondurable goods and
leisure purchases (vacations, sport, culture and entertainment). To offset this, private households saved less:
consumers assigned only 6.3 percent of their available
income to savings in 2013 (compared to 7.4 percent in
the previous year).
The average rate of inflation stood at 2 percent in 2013,
noticeably below the previous year’s average. Prices
rose above all in the food and housing sectors, while
fuel prices dropped again noticeably in recent months.
Energy prices also only showed a moderate rise in line
with the flat trend in the price of crude oil. The situation was however less favorable in the Austrian labor
market. The Eurostat unemployment rate for Austria
climbed from 4.3 percent in the previous year to almost
5 percent in 2013. Latest forecasts indicate that unemployment will remain at this level in the coming years
as a result of the growing supply of labor (e.g. through
the opening of the domestic labor market to Romania and Bulgaria) and the weaker cyclical employment
trend.
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2013 was a record year for domestic tourism: the
number of overnight stays stood at 132.6 million, an
increase of 1.2 percent over the already very strong figures posted in the previous year. The popularity of city
tourism again continued to grow, which explained why
Vienna profited more than the other states in Austria
from the rise in overnight stays (+3.7 percent compared to 2012), followed by Vorarlberg (+2.9 percent)
and Salzburg (+2.2 percent). In absolute terms, Tyrol
was once again by far the most popular tourist destination in Austria: around one third of all overnight stays
were booked in Tyrol. As far as general tourism trends
are concerned, the length of stay is clearly becoming
shorter, and Central and Eastern Europe continues to
gain importance as a source of tourist visitors.
From a global perspective, the 2013 reporting year
was characterized by a somewhat cautious trend in
growth. While at the beginning of the year economists
had still anticipated that the world economy would
grow by up 3.6 percent in 2013, the forecasts had been
revised down to just 3 percent by the end of the year.
A decisive factor in this development was the continued weak growth in Europe. Although the recession
that had been in place in the EU-28 countries since the
end of 2011 had been overcome, the unchanged high
unemployment rates and cautious corporate investment activities continued to weigh on the economy in
Europe. In contrast to their European counterparts,
the other leading industrial nations posted somewhat
better results for the year: both the USA (+1.9 percent)
and Japan (+1.7 percent) recorded an – albeit moderate
– increase in GDP.

A look at economic developments in the emerging markets shows that the countries in this group only partly
lived up to their reputation as the driving forces of
world economic growth in the reporting year. While
growth in the emerging and developing economies had
remained at over 6 percent in 2011, it slowed in 2013
to 4.7 percent. Accordingly, their stimulating effect
on global economic performance lost some strength
over the last two years. Low commodity prices and the
slowdown in world trade in 2013 proved particularly
troublesome for countries in Latin America (2.6 percent growth in economic performance), while growth
in Asia again remained relatively strong (at 6.5 percent). Given the general improvement in the mood for
2014, an economic upswing can be expected – also in
the emerging markets.
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REVENUES AND EARNINGS
In 2013, Casinos Austria once again posted a positive operating result.
Guest numbers at the 12 Austrian casinos remained at a high level.

Through a strict cost management strategy for all personnel and non-personnel costs and the continued
development and successful application of its guest
retention system and measures, Casinos Austria was
able to effectively counteract the international financial,
currency and economic crises at its casinos in Austria in
2013 and once again post a positive operating result.
Guest numbers (national and international guests)
at the 12 casinos in Austria were up slightly in 2013
(+1.7 percent) to 2.36 million. Revenues for the 2013
fiscal year dropped by 4.1 percent compared to the previous year.

revenues 2013
rank

Casino

revenues in Euro

1

BREGENZ

61,195,850

2

WIEN

44,603,157

3

LINZ

25,434,667

4

INNSBRUCK

23,007,990

5

SALZBURG

21,790,628

6

BADEN

20,636,719

7

VELDEN

19,826,165

8

SEEFELD

14,421,766

9

GRAZ

11,842,826

10

KITZBÜHEL

6,896,924

11

KLEINWALSERTAL

3,337,946

12

BAD GASTEIN

936,538

TOTAL

253,931,176

guests 2013
rank

Casino

National
Guests

International
Guests

total

1

WIEN

181,779

234,094

415,873

2

BREGENZ

104,941

217,096

322,037

3

LINZ

187,336

134,172

321,508

4

BADEN

236,687

27,162

263,849

5

GRAZ

143,195

66,239

209,434

6

VELDEN

163,820

44,216

208,036

7

INNSBRUCK

133,643

71,870

205,513

8

SALZBURG

114,229

74,630

188,859

9

SEEFELD

38,762

75,334

114,096

10

KITZBÜHEL

30,288

25,643

55,931

11

KLEINWALSERTAL

3,821

38,692

42,513

12

BAD GASTEIN

7,201

7,870

15,071

1,345,702

1,017,018

2,362,720

TOTAL
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
At Casinos Austria, sustainability means accepting and showing responsibility to society,
to our staff and to the environment as well as managing the company to economic success.

Casinos Austria is fully aware of the responsibility that
comes with its particular position and the sensitivity of
the services it offers – and is willing to act accordingly.
At a time when the company is affected by national and
international debate surrounding the organization of
the gaming industry, it seems particularly important to
set a clear example in terms of corporate social responsibility (CSR). As a good corporate citizen, Casinos Austria
increasingly seeks to cooperate and enter into open dialogue with its stakeholders. Traditional CSR issues, such
as long-term respect for the environment and the workforce, acknowledgement and acceptance of responsibility to society, the promotion of cultural diversity and the
specific issues associated with the gaming business, such
as money laundering, player protection and responsible
gaming, are all attracting increased public and media
interest. Casinos Austria enjoys a strong positive reputation and a high level of credibility with regard to all
these issues and was the first gaming company worldwide to publish CSR reports.
CSR at Casinos Austria means far more than just player
protection and responsible gaming – which we view as
absolutely essential for any gaming company – although
over-compliance with the corresponding statutory provisions is, of course, also one of our CSR priorities. Further information on this subject can be found in the
Responsible Gaming section of this report, which starts
on page 47.

Casinos Austria implemented the following CSR measures in 2013:
RESPONSIBLE GAMING

In 2013, the head of the group’s Responsible Gaming,
Advertising & Sponsoring division and the CSR officer for the group successfully graduated from the new,
one-year special course on “Excellency in Responsible
Gaming” at Sigmund Freud University Vienna. Course
lecturers included renowned national and international
experts.
SOCIAL

Active CSR means keeping people informed and involving as many members of staff as possible in planned
activities. But CSR doesn’t end at the company doors. A
good example of this is our “Cooking for a Good Cause”
project: since 2010, staff from the companies in the
group have been cooking in their free time for less fortunate members of society. In 2013, they were once again
regular helpers in s’Häferl, a meeting place and reintegration center for former convicts.
The group has been a sponsor of the Stiftung Kindertraum charitable foundation, which helps to make the
dreams of seriously ill and disabled children come true,
for many years. In 2013, the group made its Studio 44
event location available to the foundation free-of-charge
for its 15 th anniversary gala celebration. Numerous
donors, sponsors, parents, children and lots of volunteers spent a fun evening celebrating the foundation’s
good work and the dreams it has made come true. The
blues musician Hans Theessink, who is just one of the
musicians supported by the Casinos Austria Music Line
initiative, delighted guests at the event with a charity
performance. Further information on our extensive cultural and sponsoring activities can be found in the Sponsoring section of this report, which starts on page 52.
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CSR is a matter for all the companies in the Casinos Austria Group. This is clearly reflected in the group’s first
joint CSR report, which focuses on our staff and their
activities. Published in September 2012, this report was
compiled in accordance with Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) guidelines and contains indicators for the three
pillars of sustainability: economic, environment and
social. Our CSR reports center on both the activities of
the group and the activities of our staff. The second joint
Casinos Austria and Austrian Lotteries CSR report will
be published in 2014.
To establish a network with other companies who demonstrate a similar commitment to social responsibility,
Casinos Austria AG became a member of respACT, Austria’s most important CSR promoter, in 2008. The Casinos
Austria Group joined the United Nations Global Compact

in January 2011 and Transparency International (Austrian Chapter) in February of the same year. The group is
a proactive contributor to both organizations.
The Casinos Austria Group was – and indeed still is –
actively involved in the development of Austrian and
international CSR standards. Our CSR officer is a member of the Austrian Standards Institute’s CSR working
group.
In June 2014, the TRIGOS awards gala will be held in
Studio 44 – the group’s event venue in Vienna – for the
fifth time, thereby further raising awareness and recognition of Casinos Austria AG as a respACT member
within the CSR community. The TRIGOS award honors
exemplary corporate social responsibility initiatives and
is the highest such award presented in Austria for CSR
activities.
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Responsible Gaming
Casinos Austria has been an international pioneer in the responsible gaming field for many years.
Responsible gaming is a firmly rooted principle in our corporate philosophy, along with our clear
commitment to enhancing and developing our responsible gaming and responsible advertising
instruments and measures. In 2013, we hosted our 10th Annual Responsible Gaming Academy.
A visit to a casino should provide gambling fun in a
pleasant setting and should be an exciting leisure experience. Indeed, most people gamble responsibly and
within their means.
Gambling can, however, in certain circumstances, become
a problem for some people. Casinos Austria is fully aware
of and acknowledges this fact. As a casino operator and
provider of games of chance, our guest policy makes a
decisive contribution to minimizing the undesired effects
of gambling; this is also our regulatory mandate. Responsible gaming is also fundamental to business in our
affiliated companies Austrian Lotteries, Casinos Austria
International, win2day, WINWIN and tipp3.

they are all required to attend a refresher course and/
or take new courses in relevant subjects every year. Our
interdisciplinary training measures teach staff about
gambling addiction problems, diagnostics, prevention
and the basic treatment options available. In addition to
the statutory requirements, our training also addresses
juridical, legislative, social and psychological aspects.

Recognizing the early warning signs is a fundamental
aspect here. The company therefore provides regular and
thorough training for its employees to ensure they are
able to recognize the telltale signs in a guest’s gaming
behavior. This training is organized in cooperation with
renowned counseling centers and treatment facilities.

If the situation so requires, a trained member of staff
speaks to a casino guest about their gaming behavior
before the situation escalates and restriction measures
become necessary. The high standard of training provided to our staff plays a significant role in the identification of any telltale signs in a person’s gaming
behavior. Our technical security facilities and measures
make a further essential contribution and begin right
at the entrance to our casinos with our strict entry
check procedures. Permanent monitoring of gaming
behavior also requires the continual gathering of data.
If the number of visits, frequency of money exchange
transactions or the amounts involved raise cause for
concern, a credit report is obtained and a meeting held
between the guest and a member of the casino staff.
As intended by the related provisions in the Austrian
Gaming Act (Glücksspielgesetz), these meetings result
in most cases in a reduction in visit frequency and in
the level of amounts bet. If this should prove not to
be the case, a further meeting is held with the guest to
discuss a potential entry ban or restriction in the number of permitted visits in a given period.

Section 25 (3) of the Austrian Gaming Act (Glücksspielgesetz) stipulates that only specially trained staff may
talk to players about a potential gambling problem.
The staff who do so at Casinos Austria all have sound
knowledge of gambling addiction and are highly aware
of the sensitivity of their work. The number of staff
trained to handle such situations grows each year, and

Our responsible gaming division has very strong links
to external institutions (e.g. universities and research
facilities). The growing number of studies published in
recent years provides the basis for effective measures to
prevent gambling addiction. The division’s cooperation
activities with treatment facilities are equally important
and help to identify those products with the strongest

The group’s Responsible Gaming, Advertising & Sponsoring unit develops and implements the corresponding
strategies and measures to protect our players and customers. The most important instruments here include
educating and informing people on the risks of gambling, responsible advertising and sponsoring strategies,
self-monitoring options for players and customers and
the provision of appropriate exclusion options.
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links to the potential emergence of gambling problems.
This information is instrumental in efforts to prevent
at-risk gamblers from drifting into addiction.
RESPONSIBLE GAMING CERTIFICATION

The attainment of certification for the Casinos Austria
responsible gaming management system in February
2014 provided further confirmation of the company’s
player protection and responsible gaming efforts. Our
responsible gaming and responsible advertising instruments were subjected to an intensive audit by the Austrian Standards Institute and serve as a role model for
the gaming industry. The European Casino Association
(ECA) sees the Casinos Austria certification to some
extent as a pilot project, and the norm used for the
Casinos Austria certification could in future become the
standard for responsible gaming management systems
in ECA member countries.
FREE TELEPHONE HOTLINE: 0800 202 304

When it comes to the delicate topic of responsible gaming and player protection, gambling operators have to be
easily reachable and offer their customers professional
information, help and solutions. Accordingly, a uniform
responsible gaming telephone hotline for all questions
relating to responsible gaming and player protection was
set up in 2013 for all companies in the group. The hotline can be reached free of charge in Austria on the following number: 0800 202 304.
RESPONSIBLE GAMING AT AUSTRIAN LOTTERIES

Children and young people are not – and never have
been – a target group for Austrian Lotteries products.
This commitment to the protection of minors is applied
consistently to all product sales, with a central role
being played here by the company’s retail partners. In
April 2009, Austrian Lotteries voluntarily introduced a
policy that restricts the sale of lottery products to persons over the age of 16. Regular checks are carried out

using mystery shoppers to monitor compliance with this
responsible gaming measure.
Austrian Lotteries has been certified under the European
Lotteries and the World Lottery Association responsible gaming standards since 2009. Both these umbrella
organizations are committed advocates of responsible
gaming and the rigorous combating of illegal gambling.
Austrian Lotteries sales partners receive regular information and corresponding materials relating to responsible
gaming. In 2013, the focus of this information lay on the
protection of minors and the related adherence to the company’s voluntary age restrictions. A customer brochure on
responsible gaming was produced specially for Klassen
lotterie (class lottery) sales outlets and contains information on gambling addiction and lottery odds as well as a
gambling behavior self-test and addresses of counseling
centers in Austria. The “Responsible Gaming ABC”, which
was published at the same time as the customer brochure,
serves as a training handbook for sales outlets.
In 2013, Austrian Lotteries again participated in the
“Annual Holiday Campaign” organized by the National
Council on Problem Gambling in Washington and the
International Centre for Youth Gambling Problems and
High-Risk Behaviors at McGill University in Montreal
with its “Gambling is not for children” advertising campaign. The core message communicated in this annual
campaign is that children are not a target group for lottery products and adults should not purchase lottery
products as gifts for children and young people.
RESPONSIBLE GAMING AT WIN2DAY, WINWIN AND TIPP3

From the very outset, Austrian Lotteries and Casinos
Austria have always placed particular importance on the
protection of minors and on preventing consumers from
excessive gambling on the win2day gaming platform and
in WINWIN outlets.
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win2day again set new standards for player protection
and responsible gaming in 2013. A new and unique
responsible gaming instrument – MENTOR – was
installed on the online gaming platform. MENTOR
is based on the latest findings in gambling addiction
research and allows users to monitor their own gaming behavior. Users can now obtain an instant picture
of the amount of time and money they are spending on
gambling and receive messages from the system to this
effect to prompt them to make appropriate decisions.
MENTOR was developed by Mark Griffiths, Professor
for Gambling Studies and Director of the International
Gaming Research Unit at Nottingham Trent University,
in cooperation with neccton ltd. and win2day.
In June 2013, win2day was again awarded the GamCare
Certificate of Social Responsibility (for the 2013/2014
period). GamCare is the UK’s national center for the provision of information, advice and practical support in
relation to the social effects of gambling.
 INWIN
The minimum age for participation in win2day, W
and tipp3 games is 18 years. win2day, WINWIN and
www.tipp3.at all also have special responsible gaming
features in place to help customers manage their time,
control their spend and limit the maximum amount of
time they spend gambling. Guests at the WINWIN outlets are supported by customer service staff with special
training in responsible gaming.

WINWIN outlet managers attended compulsory responsible gaming training courses in 2013. These courses
covered the content in the Casinos Austria Group’s own
five-point responsible gaming program, namely the protection of minors, age verification and control, communication training, basics of crisis intervention and the
group’s “Responsible Gaming Handbook”. tipp3 promoters were also trained in how to adopt a preventive
approach in the sports betting sector.
RESPONSIBLE ADVERTISING

Advertising is an important aspect of the relationship
between a company and its customers. The Casinos Austria Group places great importance on adherence to high
ethical standards in all its sales and marketing activities.
An 11-point “Responsible Advertising Code of Conduct”
ensures that advertising for our products is informative,
yet does not overly stimulate the desire to gamble. The
core element of this code of conduct is the strict exclusion of children, young people and other vulnerable
groups. Full adherence to the code of conduct is ensured
by mandatory procedures applicable to all companies
in the group. All advertising activities are checked for
adherence and individually approved by the Corporate
Function “Responsible Gaming, Advertising & Sponsoring” prior to commission and implementation.
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10th RESPONSIBLE GAMING ACADEMY WITH
TOP INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS

Conceived as a good and necessary idea, quickly developed into a successful event and now a national and
international institution – that basically sums up the
development of an event that is now a firm fixture on
the Casinos Austria and Austrian Lotteries calendar:
the Responsible Gaming Academy. 2013 was an anniversary year for the Responsible Gaming Academy,
which was held in Studio 44 in Vienna for the 10th time
on 18 April.
To provide training to our staff and, above all, to also
ensure dialog and knowledge sharing with national and
international experts, we launched our “Responsible
Gaming Days” event nine years ago. To emphasize the
academic and scientific character of this event, its name
was changed in its fourth year to the “Responsible Gaming Academy” – or RGA for short.
The 2013 RGA was once again an illuminating event
with plenty of scientific insights and cutting edge topics on the agenda. Experts from around the globe – this
year for the first time also from Australia– reported on
the latest findings and lessons learned in the responsible
gaming sector. Topics covered ranged from player protection and responsible gaming in general through Poker
and slot machines to the internet, prevention and the
certifiability of responsible gaming standards.
In addition to staff from the companies in the Casinos
Austria Group, participants at the 2013 RGA included
representatives of the Austrian Ministries of Finance
and Health, as well as staff from various gambling
addiction counseling centers and treatment facilities.
International delegates included staff from Casinos
Poland, Dansk Casino, Lotto Bayern and Spielbanken
Niedersachsen.

The anniversary event featured a panel of outstanding
speakers, with Keith Whyte, CEO of the National Council on Problem Gambling in Washington, D.C., leading
the way. He compared the differences in responsible
gaming at two contrasting gambling metropolises: while
Las Vegas adopts a more casual approach, the culture in
Singapore demands and establishes an extremely rigid
position on responsible gaming. He concluded with a
confirmation that the Casinos Austria and Austrian Lotteries Group is clearly following the correct path in its
own responsible gaming policies and approach.
Gerhard Meyer, Head of the Applied Gambling Research
unit at the University of Bremen’s Institute for Psychology and Cognition Research, took an empirical look at
whether Poker should be classed as a game of chance or
a game of skill. He came to the conclusion that the card
factor is significant for the outcome of the game, but not
the skill factor. His research indicates that the random
distribution of the cards has the biggest influence on
the outcome, and Poker should thus be categorized as a
game of chance. This concurs with the position taken by
the Austrian legislative authorities, who regulate Poker
in the country’s Gaming Act (Glücksspielgesetz) and thus
also define it as a game of chance.
Sally Gainsbury, Clinical Psychologist and Fellow at the
Centre for Gambling Education and Research at Southern Cross University in Sydney, Australia, presented the
findings of a recently published study on gambling in the
digital age, which compares online gamblers with their
counterparts in the land-based gambling sector. She
came to the conclusion that the two groups do differ and
that the design of responsible gaming measures must
take account of this difference.
Alex Blaszczynski from the University of Sydney reported
on “The Blue Gum Project“, a scientific evaluation of
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five responsible gaming features on electronic gaming
machines and their influence on the gambling behavior
of slot players. The findings indicated that these measures
only had small effects. Nonetheless, he still emphasized
the importance of education and information in raising awareness among gamblers of responsible gaming
measures.
Claudio Barbaranelli from Sapienza University of Rome
provided an overview of research on gambling and
responsible gaming in Italy in recent years and discussed
the factors that feed problem gambling. These include, in
particular, wrong assumptions about the possibility of
being able to influence the outcome of a game of chance.
Self-control, a stable mind and the ability to successfully
act in a desired manner all contribute to counteracting
these assumptions.
Doris Malischnig, Head of the Prevention Department
at Casinos Austria and Austrian Lotteries, gave a presentation on MENTOR, the new and innovative prevention tool with which win2day is assuming a pioneering
role in responsible gaming in the online gambling sector.
She also reported on the results of a scientific evaluation
of a responsible gaming pop-up message used on the
win2day site.
Herbert Beck, Head of Responsible Gaming at Casinos
Austria and Austrian Lotteries, talked about the implementation and certifiability of responsible gaming standards in international frameworks. He reported on the
European Commission’s efforts to establish the basic
principles for common minimum standards for responsible gaming and the protection of minors that should
serve at least as guidelines in all EU Member States. He
also corroborated the demands of legal gambling operators for greater protection for players against illegal
gambling offers.

The Responsible Gaming Academy has built itself a reputation in national and international gambling circles as
a key discussion platform. The Casinos Austria Group
is particularly proud of the fact that some 50 top class
speakers and almost 1,500 delegates have attended the
RGA over the last 10 years.
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Sponsoring
Casinos Austria’s sponsoring activities are based on continuity and sustainability. We strive not
only to establish a sound basis but also to maintain and strengthen our sponsoring partnerships.
Under the motto “Good for Austria”, Casinos Austria helps institutions and initiatives working
in the interests of Austria and the Austrian population.
Sponsoring organizations with a humanitarian focus
is just as important to Casinos Austria as supporting
projects which promote the creativity of artistic talents.
Leading theaters, museums or opera festivals, integration football world championships, music festivals or
dance workshops for able-bodied and disabled people
are all institutions and activities sponsored by the Casinos Austria Group. But in addition to this sponsoring partnership, they all also have something else very
important in common with Casinos Austria: a focus on
games and entertainment.

initiatives outside the mainstream. Music Line productions include the “Grobn” CD by Andreas Julius Fasching, “Im Proda” by the Freihaus 4 formation as well as
the cooperation between saxophonist Sigi Finkel and
balafonist Mamadou Diabaté. They were joined in 2013
by two new CDs by two music legends: guitarist, singer
and songwriter Hans Theessink launched his new solo
album “Wishing Well” in Studio 44 in April, while in
December guitarist Erik Trauner and his legendary Mojo
Blues Band presented their new double album “Walk the
Bridge”.

Casinos Austria lives up to the creed of making Austrian
arts and culture accessible to as many people as possible with its sponsoring of the Vienna State Opera’s
“live streaming” initiative. To Casinos Austria, the idea
of transporting world-class opera performances live into
the living rooms of the world via the internet is as fascinating as it is important.

The Alpha Prize for Literature was presented in 2013
for the fourth time. A Casinos Austria initiative, the
10,000 euro Alpha is awarded each year to a talented
writer. In November 2013, the expert jury announced
the winner of the 2013 Alpha: Marjana Gaponenko for
her book Wer ist Martha? (“Who is Martha?”). As in
previous years, the 2013 jury was made up of literary
journalist Gabriele Madeja and Klaus Nüchtern, feuilleton columnist at Vienna’s Falter magazine. New on
the jury from 2014 is Paulus Hochgatterer, who takes
over the role of chairman from fellow Austrian writer,
Josef Haslinger. Hochgatterer will present the prize
for the first time at the Alpha Literary Gala on Monday
10 November 2014 in Studio 44.

But our sponsoring concept doesn’t focus solely on cultivating existing values – we also establish and support
new projects. Under the motto “Working together for
the stars of the future”, the first-ever Casinos Austria
Rising Star Award (CARSA) for promising young musicians was presented in 2013 in cooperation with mdw,
the University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna. The
aim of the 10,000 euro award, which is directed at mdw
students, is to provide young artists with start-up capital to embark on a professional music career. The highcaliber jury led by Markus Hinterhäuser, Director of the
Wiener Festwochen (Vienna Arts Festival), awarded the
CARSA 2013 to the highly talented 18-year-old bassoonist Raffaele Giannotti, who gave a particularly impressive and convincing performance in the finals.
The Casinos Austria Music Line focuses on an entirely
different music genre. With this project, the company
sponsors CD productions, events and unusual music

With our ever-popular “Casino on Tour” institution,
Casinos Austria demonstrates how gaming can be used
to directly benefit humanitarian initiatives. Our mobile
casinos take promotional games to glamorous events
such as the Vienna Opera Ball or the Volkshilfe Gala,
where all money raised “at the casino” is donated to charitable causes. In 2013, a total of 79,000 euros was raised
at over 200 charity events nationwide. Each month in
“Lucky Year 2013”, a different casino worked for a good
cause and enthusiastically organized an event whose
proceeds were donated to charity. Some of the good
causes helped by these events included the Austrian
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Mountain Rescue Service, the Wiener Hilfswerk public
aid organization in Vienna, a day care center for people
with special needs and the Pink Ribbon Foundation. An
impressive 92,000 euros was collected by the 12 Austrian casinos in the course of this charity initiative.
On 3 December 2013, the independent Austrian Business Committee for the Arts in cooperation with the
Austrian Broadcasting Corporation, ORF, presented its
MAECENAS awards for the sponsoring of culture and
the arts in Austria for the 25th time. The award recognizes entrepreneurs and businesses for their sponsorship of art projects. In recognition of its long-term
sponsoring commitment to arts and culture, Casinos
Austria was awarded the 2013 MAECENAS award in
the category “Best Art Sponsoring Concept – Major
Enterprises”.
Sustainability par excellence is perhaps the best way to
describe the long-standing partnerships between Casinos Austria and the Wiener Festwochen, which celebrated its 46th season in 2013, or the Bregenz Festival,

which has been in place for 33 years. A further longstanding partnership is enjoyed with Austria’s largest
show jumping tournament, the Casino Grand Prix,
which celebrated its 26th anniversary in 2013.
Casinos Austria’s commitment to sustainability and
cultural diversity is clearly evidenced by its contribution to the safeguarding of the Wiener Meisterkurse
(Vienna Master Courses). Established in 1975, the
Vienna Master Courses have long since become an
institution for students of the Viennese Classics and
offer exceptionally gifted young artists from all over
the world the opportunity to study with internationally acclaimed teachers and leading artists. Yet no matter how prestigious they might be, the organizers – in
particular President Haide Tenner and Artistic Director Günther Theuring – still had serious worries about
their post-2014 season future. With Casinos Austria as
the urgently needed partner, those worries have now
been resolved. The new partnership for the 2014 season was announced at a chamber concert to mark the
start of the 2013 season.
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But Casinos Austria is not just a reliable partner for
large, well-established charities – we also help younger
humanitarian initiatives. 2013 marked the third season of the Casinos Austria Integration Football World
Cup. Kicked-off by the Sport spricht alle Sprachen (“Sport
Speaks all Languages”) association, the tournament is
an impressive and active example of how cultural differences can be overcome in a game. The Integration Football World Cup is a series of tournaments that attract
around 1,800 amateur footballers living in Austria
– most, but not all, of whom have an immigrant background. Each team plays for its country of origin.
For integration to succeed, people must be willing to
learn and reach out to one another. These are two factors
which are particularly characteristic of a partnership
established by Casinos Austria in 2011. The DanceAbility workshops, which are held in conjunction with the
ImPulsTanz Vienna International Dance Festival, follow
a unique concept: under the motto “If you can breathe,
you can dance”, DanceAbility uses improvised dance
to allow people with and without disabilities to share
a moving experience. The workshops are an impressive
example of how participating in performing arts and
having fun together can be used to break down barriers
and build bridges between people.
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Aktion “Leben mit Krebs” (“Living with Cancer” Initiative)
ALC – Austria’s Leading Companies
Alpha Prize for Literature
Arbeiter Samariter Bund Österreich (aid and welfare organization in Austria)
Austrian Mountain Rescue
Austrian National Library
Austrian Red Cross
Bregenz Festival
Burgtheater (theater in Vienna)
Caritas Vienna – House Immanuel for Mothers and Children in Need
Casino Grand Prix
Casinos Austria Integration Football World Cup
Dancer against Cancer (Association for Cancer Patients and Cancer Care)
Danube Island Festival
EFFIE
European Forum Alpbach
European Forum Wachau
Fête Impériale – Spanish Riding School Summer Ball
Hospiz Österreich (Hospice Austria Counseling and Competence Center for Hospice and Palliative Care)
ImPulsTanz – Vienna International Dance Festival – DanceAbility Workshops
Joanneum Universal Museum– annual pass
Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien (Art History Museum Vienna) – annual pass
Lebenshilfe Niederösterreich (counseling and aid organization in Lower Austria)
Licht ins Dunkel (Light into Darkness charity)
Lions Charity
Naturhistorisches Museum Wien (Natural History Museum Vienna) – annual pass
neunerhaus (homeless shelter in Vienna)
NESTROY (Vienna theater award)
Österreichische Wachkoma Gesellschaft (society for the care of Austrian coma patients)
Rotary Charity Golf Tournament
Schönbrunn Zoo in Vienna
Sozialmarkt Wien (social supermarket in Vienna)
Stiftung Kindertraum (charitable foundation for seriously ill and disabled children)
Technisches Museum Wien (Vienna Museum of Technology)
tipp3 Bundesliga
Vereinigte Bühnen Wien (theater company in Vienna)
Vienna State Opera
Volkshilfe (public aid organization)
Volkstheater (theater in Vienna)
Wiener Festwochen (cultural festival in Vienna
Wiener Hilfswerk (public aid organization in Vienna)
Wiener Kabarettfestival (cabaret festival in Vienna)
Wiener Stadthalle (event center in Vienna)
WWF Austria
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EMPLOYEES
An investment in your employees is an investment in the success of your company. In 2013,
Casinos Austria trained 54 new junior croupiers. An advising program helps new members of
staff with their initial integration into the company.
As a leading international casino and gaming company,
Casinos Austria is an attractive employer. We offer international career opportunities, provide excellent staff
education and training opportunities and run programs
to maintain and promote staff health.
Service excellence assumes top priority at Casinos Austria, and we are fully aware that highest quality customer
service can only be achieved with top quality employees.
Our employees have to be flexible, mobile and dedicated
to their work – both day and night. We provide them
with the appropriate facilities and support they need.
JUNIOR CROUPIER TRAINING PROGRAM

In February 2013, Casinos Austria issued a nationwide
call for applications to participate in a free Junior Croupier training program. The program was targeted at
young adults, who were invited to apply for a place on
one of three nine-week croupier training courses. The
concept behind the training program was developed inhouse at Casinos Austria and customized by the individual business units to take account of the latest teaching
methods. This meant that computer-assisted training
and tests were integrated into the program along with
access to online learning materials for self-study. The
courses themselves were taught by experienced in-house
trainers and covered the complete handling of American
Roulette and Blackjack as well as all additional compulsory responsible gaming, data protection, prevention
of money laundering and information security training
modules. Around 700 applications were received for the
free training programs, which were held in the casinos
in Vienna, Salzburg and Bregenz. A total of 99 students
began the course, with 54 of them successfully graduating and joining the Casinos Austria team as Junior
Croupiers.
ADVISING AS SUPPORT FOR NEW EMPLOYEES

The advising program at Casinos Austria was introduced
to integrate the new Junior Croupiers into the company

and provide them with advice, support and encouragement. In this staff development tool, one person (the
advisor) supports the development of another person
(the advisee). Casinos Austria has advisors in place at all
its casinos, each of whom supports a maximum of three
new colleagues for a maximum duration of 12 months.
The advising program was initiated after the completion
of the final Junior Croupier training course in Casino
Bregenz.
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

At Casinos Austria, we care about our employees and
are committed to helping and encouraging them to
grow and develop. In 2013, further internal and external options were added to our already extensive range of
staff training programs. These programs cover a diverse
range of training needs and are open to all employees
– from junior croupiers through to management level
staff. Courses on offer in 2013 included IT workshops,
language courses or process and project management
seminars.
The advantages of in-house expertise are particularly
relevant in specialist areas like the gaming industry.
Casinos Austria has a highly-qualified team of internal
trainers in place who have been sharing their expertise
with their colleagues in our casino operations since
2011. These experts provide in-house training, for
example, in regulatory topics like responsible gaming,
information security, data protection and the prevention of money laundering. In 2013, a focus was placed
on extending the expertise of our in-house trainers in
topics related to personal development. Our internal
trainers also developed a special seminar on guest-
oriented communication that has been available to
staff since fall 2013.
A comprehensive Leadership Workshop program was
launched in 2013 for all managers, especially those who
had been appointed to a leadership position in the last
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few years. Aimed at improving the professionalism of
our leadership and staff management practices, the
three modules in the program – My Leadership Role,
Managing Teams and Organization – are designed to
contribute to the establishment of a shared understanding of leadership culture in the Casinos Austria Group.

Employees*

CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING –

*
**
***
****

ONE DAY FOR A SOCIAL PROJECT

Under the motto “Good for Austria”, the Casinos Austria Group launched a corporate volunteering program
for all employees in Austria in April 2013. Corporate
volunteering is an internationally recognized term:
companies that engage in corporate volunteering support and encourage their employees to volunteer in their
local communities. At Casinos Austria, each employee is
allowed to spend one working day a year doing voluntary
work for a good cause. The focus here lies on people –
e.g. volunteering to spend a day with the elderly, with
handicapped people, with children in need or the less
fortunate in society or by putting one’s practical skills to
good use. A total of 222 employees volunteered to spend
a day working for a good cause in 2013. Several teams
also used the opportunity to do something together to
help others.
COMPACT LEARNING

The Casinos & Lotteries Academy (C&L Academy) is an
internal know-how platform for latest developments in
the Casinos Austria and Austrian Lotteries Group, which
also serves to keep staff informed on what is going on in
the different corporate functions and business units. It
thus facilitates the cross-functional, customized sharing
of knowledge, information and expertise on a topic and
target group basis.
EMPLOYEE NUMBERS

In 2013, Casinos Austria employed a total of 5,072* staff
worldwide. The 12 casinos in Austria employed a total of
1,575 members of staff**.

Casinos (Austria)**

1,575

Casinos (international)

2,640

Lotteries***

644

Online/VLT/Sports Betting****

213

Full-time equivalent (annual average)
Incl. CAGAST, CAST, CCB and CALL
Incl. Ural Loto/Russia and Lotaria Kombëtare/Albania
Incl. Rabcat and WINWIN/Slovakia

FOCUS ON STAFF HEALTH

The program to maintain and improve staff health was
continued and extended in 2013. Alongside the familiar
health services provided by local occupational physicians, health and healthcare seminars offered in 2013
incorporated the three pillars diet/nutrition, exercise
and mental health. These included special seminars on
“Brain Food – Eating is a Matter for the Mind”, “Success
Without Burnout” or “Mindful Business”. A companywide working group was established to evaluate psychological stress in the workplace. This group worked with
external specialists to establish a uniform evaluation
procedure. After an initial pilot phase, corresponding
evaluations were carried out throughout the company.
Information on healthy eating is regularly made available to staff in our casino operations, where staff canteens now serve hot meals even after midnight. The
company also voluntarily subsidizes staff meals.
Staff fitness is encouraged with a variety of exercise
classes, including special back or Pilates classes. Company fun runs, volleyball or golf tournaments – some of
which are organized by the individual casinos – offer a
combination of fun and physical exercise outside working hours.
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SECURITY
The protection of guests, gaming operations and sensitive data go hand-in-hand at Casinos Austria.
State-of-the-art video technology and staff who use it responsibly as a matter of course are the keys
to the security and safety of our casinos.
There are many aspects to safety and security at Casinos Austria, and we address and meet security demands
both from a technical and an organizational perspective.
The well-being of guests at our 12 casinos across Austria
clearly assumes top priority. A total of 27 members of
staff in these casinos are responsible for all aspects relating to safety and security. They are all highly trained and
are provided with regular training and refresher courses.
First aid courses are, for example, held each year in our
casinos under the supervision of representatives of
AUVA (the Austrian insurance association for occupational injuries). Emergency scenarios and procedures
(e.g. fire drills) are also rehearsed at regular intervals.

The Security & Surveillance division is also responsible
for facility engineering matters in the individual casinos.
This includes not only the installation of adequate locks
and entry systems but also the handling of service and
maintenance visits by external security firms to work
on intruder and firm alarm systems. Another area of
responsibility is the safeguarding of product security for
sensitive casino products like playing cards and chips.
In October 2013, for example, 1,064,225 casino chips
(expired lots, Schilling chips, etc.) with a total weight
of 5,562 kg and a translated nominal value of 19.5 million euros were destroyed under the supervision of the
authorities.

Our central surveillance system is the key component
of the Casinos Austria security system. This video-based
system is extremely flexible and can be operated both
from a local control center in the casino as well as from
a central security control center. Cameras and recording
devices can be readjusted as required even during gaming hours.

The ongoing modernization of technical components
is a fundamental element of security policy at Casinos
Austria and was continued throughout the reporting
year. We also continued with the installation of modern
recording devices at cash desks and in cash rooms, where
high resolution digital recorders and IP cameras are in
use. Detailed planning of the modification of the video
systems in Graz and Seefeld was completed. Additional
cameras were installed at those tables where cash chips
were in use during the European Poker Championship in
Baden.

Fire alarm systems, burglar and panic alarms as well as
access control systems are all connected to the security
control center. Further systems can also be integrated
as required. Numerous precautionary measures are in
place to safeguard inventory and equipment, including motion detectors and alarm systems to prevent
attempts to manipulate gaming activities. The video systems must be realigned to all security relevant systems
and installations after any alterations or refurbishments
to the casino premises.
In accordance with the official mandate issued by the
Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance, 180 so-called
internal system checks are carried out each year without
prior notification of time and venue.

The security camera installations in our casino foyers
and gaming areas are kept as unobtrusive as possible
and convey a sense of security rather than an impression of omnipresent surveillance. The video technology
serves to prevent criminal activities and thus to protect
our guests, our staff and the company as a whole. All
recordings made in our casinos are archived for 30 days
in line with data protection commission provisions and
guidelines. The reason for this 30-day archiving requirement is the time delay before credit card incidents
become apparent.
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A cross-functional security committee is responsible
for adherence to all relevant guidelines and procedures.
This committee also ensures that security standards
across the group are continually improved.
The Casinos Austria Group strives through its security
policy to:
• ensure that all games, products and associated
business processes are managed correctly and with
appropriate continuity;
• provide each player and guest with an equal chance
of winning and prevent games from being manipulated in any way;
• establish appropriate measures and precautions
to protect the lives and well-being of any players, guests or other customers while on company
premises;
• comply with all statutor y legal and corporate
provisions;
• guarantee the availability, confidentiality and integrity of any material and immaterial assets and provide authorized users with access to these assets as
required;
• avoid, identify and/or rectify any loss or falsification of information, information systems and data
storage media;
• prevent any unauthorized use of this information
and these information systems;
• provide compulsory safety and security training for
all staff and ensure that all staff also complete this
training.

INFORMATION SECURITY

The security organization and measures implemented
by Casinos Austria are operated in accordance with the
ISO 27001 information security management standard, the internationally recognized standard for operational security in all business processes. This guarantees that all business processes relevant to information
security are subjected to a regular improvement cycle.
Our information security focus in 2013 lay on further
raising staff awareness for information security. Individual training was provided to 23 new employees,
while internal information security audits were carried
out to regularly monitor the current level of knowledge
and awareness. During this audit, electronic questionnaires were also used to conduct a survey among some
170 members of staff at our headquarters in Vienna.
All 12 casinos in Austria have information security
officers in place who serve as multipliers for this topic.
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CUISINE AND CASINO
At Casinos Austria, we offer our guests a taste of happiness in all our casino restaurants.
Regional products are transformed into culinary works of art and accompanied by an excellent
selection of Austrian wines and beverages. Casinos Austria combines gaming fun with awardwinning cuisine.
What is it that makes a visit to a casino so appealing?
First and foremost, of course, it is the thrill of the
unknown and the game of luck and chance that gives
us that pleasant tingling feeling. But the appeal of the
unknown should be reserved solely for the gaming and
should never apply to service and quality – particularly
when it comes to food and drink. In terms of quality
and variety, Casinos Austria’s casino restaurants offer
guests a culinary experience that leaves absolutely
nothing to chance.
At Casinos Austria, we set ourselves the highest culinary standards. This philosophy has earned us the
approval not only of our guests but also of the strict restaurant testers at Gault Millau. The number of toques

awarded to casino restaurants across Austria has risen
namely from four to six: in addition to those previously
awarded to the restaurants in Casino Bregenz, Casino
Kleinwalsertal and Casino Velden (which has two Gault
Millau toques), toques have now also been awarded to
the restaurants in Casino Baden and Casino Kitzbühel.
Four of these six Gault Millau toques have been earned
in restaurants that are run by Casinos Austria Gastronomie Betriebs-GmbH (CAGAST). For Casinos Austria, this was a clear indication that we should continue with our chosen restaurant and bar strategy. As
a result, CAGAST has now also been demonstrating
its culinary abilities in the restaurant in Casino Baden
since the beginning of 2014. Likewise, the bar at Casino
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Innsbruck has been under the management of our restaurant, bar and catering subsidiary since 1 October
2013.
GOURMET GAMING PACKAGES

All our restaurants offer extensive à la carte menus for
guests seeking some culinary delights before they take
to the gaming tables. But we also offer a whole range of
attractive gourmet gaming packages. Our ever-popular
“Dinner & Casino” package, for example, offers a fancy,
four-course tasting menu, a glass of sparkling wine, welcome chips to the value of 25 euros as well as our special
Paroli Roulette chips. This package is also available in
an extended “Dinner & Casino Night” form, which – in
addition to the above – also includes bed & breakfast
in a four- or five-star hotel (for a total price of 139 or
169 euros).
There are also plenty of other options available to suit
every appetite – whether you are really hungry or just
fancy a snack or whether you prefer international cuisine or good traditional fare. Our “Schnitzel Royal &
Casino” package falls clearly into the latter category.
Introduced at the beginning of 2013, it has already
become a firm favorite with guests. For just 38 euros
per person, they can enjoy a succulent breaded veal cutlet served with a traditional potato and lamb’s lettuce
salad before trying their luck in the casino with welcome chips to the value of 25 euros.
All our gourmet packages can also be ordered easily –
and in any quantity – as vouchers from our online store.
A particularly easy and efficient sales channel is available to “Dinner & Casino” and “Dinner & Casino Night”
package customers: print@home is the magic word.
Customers can now select their preferred voucher, add
a personal message and print it out directly at home –
making it an ideal gift option.

DELICACIES FROM NEAR AND FAR

Good food and drinks are an integral part of the casino
experience. That’s precisely why high quality produce
takes to the stage for a solo performance on selected
evenings in Austria’s casinos. At the beginning of
November, for example, at a nationwide salami tasting event. Under the motto “Taste the Good Fortune”,
eleven of the best salamis from six countries in Europe
were tasted and rated by casino guests. The Jauntaler
salami, a traditional product from the south of Carinthia, emerged as the victor in the overall ranking from
all 10 participating casinos.
Regional delicacies in abundance were on offer at the
“Best of Vorarlberg” tasting event in Casino Bregenz at
the end of June. As the name suggests, 22 top local food
producers demonstrated to guests just how much Austria’s westernmost state has to offer in the culinary sector. Just some of the delicacies on offer included a range
of cheeses from the famous Bregenzerwald region,
exquisite mustards, delicate jams or smoked freshwater
fish from Lake Constance.
The geographical spread was slightly larger at the
“Genussfest“ gourmet festival in Casino Baden at the
end of November where over 25 producers from Lower
Austria, Vienna, Burgenland and Carinthia presented
specialties from their own particular regions.
In contrast, delicacies “from the other side of the world”
were the flavor of the season in the early summer. The
“Argentinian Steak Weeks” at the beginning of June
paid tribute to Argentinian beef and its well-justified
international reputation. Steaks were served in all
forms in seven casinos and could also be enjoyed as part
of the “Dinner & Casino” tasting menu for a small additional charge.
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TASTE BY THE GLASS

The SALON Austria Wine Awards are the address of
choice for a concentrated overview of the best wines
Austria currently has to offer. The SALON is not just the
showcase for the country’s wine business, it is also the
toughest wine competition in the land. Only the very
best of the more than 7,000 wines submitted actually
make it to the SALON’s illustrious circle of 250 wines
and 10 sparkling wines. The event is a cooperation
between Casinos Austria and Österreich Wein Marketing GmbH. As in previous years, the 2013 SALON Austria Wine Awards began in Casino Baden at the end of
June and then went on a tour of five further casinos
throughout the remainder of the year.
 3 WINWIN
Wine was also the flavor of the month in the 1
outlets in October. During the two-week WINWIN Wine
Festival, guests had the opportunity to taste numerous
top wines from renowned winemakers for the princely
sum of just one euro per glass.
In terms of variety and quality, beer has also made a
comparable name for itself in recent years. One man in
particular has dedicated himself for decades to raising
the popularity and knowledge of hops and malt in Austria: Conrad Seidl. In 2013, Austria’s leading authority
on beer – known locally as the “Bierpapst” (“Beer Pope”)

– and columnist at Der Standard newspaper offered
some tasty insights into the world of beer at casinos across the country. At the beer festivals in Casino
Graz, Casino Linz and Casino Baden, guests could follow Seidl’s entertaining commentaries on Austrian beer
diversity with tastings of some lesser known brews
from superb local micro-breweries.
AWARDS FOR RESTAURANTEURS AND WINEMAKERS

Our Goldene Roulette Kugel (“Golden Roulette Ball”) and
Goldene Traube (“Golden Grape”) awards are firm fixtures in our annual event calendar. Both awards essentially share the same goal: to recognize and reward particular achievement in the culinary sector.
In 2013, the Goldene Roulette Kugel was awarded to the
Stanglwirt in Going. Steeped in Tyrolean tradition, this
family-owned hotel and restaurant is run by Balthasar
Hauser and was recognized in particular for its authentic, organic cuisine. The Goldene Traube, Casinos Austria’s annual award for an outstanding wine from the
Burgenland region, was presented in 2013 to the Tesch
winery in Neckenmarkt for its Blaufränkisch 2011 DAC.
Engelbert Gesellmann from Deutschkreutz, one of the
country’s most eminent winemakers, was also awarded
a Goldene Traube in recognition of his life’s work.
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THE CASINO GAMING EXPERIENCE
Last year was a really thrilling year in Austria’s casinos. More chances to win, more promotions than
ever before and prizes to a total value of over one million euros. It was also an exciting 12 months for
Blackjack and Poker fans. There’s no doubt about it: 2013 was a really lucky year at Casinos Austria.
The number 13 has always had a special meaning at Casinos Austria. But in contrast to the popular belief that it
is an unlucky number, the number 13 has very positive
connotations in Austria’s casinos. We have long declared
the 13th day of every month to be a “Lucky Day” in our
casinos – with special promotions and plenty of additional chances of winning. So given the significance of
the date, 2013 was obviously always going to be a year
in which luck was accorded a particularly big role – with
an unprecedented number of special promotions and
chances to win.
The year began quite literally under a lucky star with
a raffle for 10 A-Class Mercedes Benz cars. All casino
guests who held at least one valid raffle ticket were eligible to participate in the draw. In spring, Lady Luck
crossed paths with Austrian casino guests in another
very special way: 10 tickets for the national lottery
for a year were up for grabs in all casinos across the
country. All guests whose tickets were picked in the
raffle at the end of June won a free “lucky dip” ticket
for each draw of the national lottery for a whole year.
The “Vacation Money for Life” promotion provided a
suitably spectacular culmination to the “Lucky Year”.
The draw in Casino Baden at the end of November was
streamed live to all other casinos in the country, with
the lucky winner receiving a prize of 2,103 euros each
year for life.
Extremely attractive prizes were also up for grabs in
2013 on our ever-popular Ladies Days. Casinos Austria
declared Wednesday to be Ladies Day over 10 years ago.
On Wednesdays, all female guests in our casinos receive
raffle tickets for the daily prize and for the regular main
prize draw. From January to April, our ladies had the
chance to win a seven-day luxury cruise on the AIDAura
in this big prize draw. Environmentally friendly mobility was the name of the game in the summer months
with trendy iO e-scooters rolling up to be won. Towards
the end of the year, the Ladies Day theme was upscale

and elegant, with exclusive Swarovski crystal jewelry
sets worth 3,000 euros as main prizes.
Naturally, the number 13 remained a lucky number at
Casinos Austria throughout 2013. On the 13 th day of
each month, cash prizes of 1,300 euros are raffled at
all our casinos nationwide. And if the 13th also falls on
a Friday – as was the case last year in September and
December – it is always a particularly popular night with
guests. Throughout the year, the 1,300 euro cash prize
was raffled a total of 139 times on “Lucky Days” in casinos across Austria.
Ladies Days, New Year’s Eve and Friday the 13th were all
particularly popular days with guests in 2013. But a sensational new game that was specially developed for the
Austrian casino market also proved to be a big attraction and a real crowd puller. Launched in June 2013,
Blackjack X-change is an innovative new table game
that found immediate popularity with our guests. This
variation of the traditional Blackjack game follows the
same basic rules as its namesake but also offers players
some additional options. As in classic Blackjack, the aim
in Blackjack X-change is to achieve a hand whose points
total more than the banker’s hand, but without exceeding 21. New in Blackjack X-change is the introduction
of a second box: in other words, players play with two
“hands”. The possibility of swapping the second cards in
each hand with each other opens up far more choices
and chances of winning. Blackjack X-change also features two additional attractive betting options, namely
“Over 22” (the bet that cards in the croupier’s hand will
total more than 22) and “Combination 4” (where players can bet on specific combinations of the first four
cards in their double box and win up to 500 times their
original stake).
CAPT BIG FOUR UND DEEP STACK

2013 was also an exciting and innovative year for
Poker. The Casinos Austria Poker Tour (CAPT), Austria’s
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largest Poker tournament series, was staged for the first
time in a revamped format that caters even more to the
different demands of Poker players.
Of the eight tournaments in the CAPT series, four were
held as “CAPT Big Four” events and four as “CAPT Deep
Stack” tournaments. The “CAPT Big Four” – the tournaments in Seefeld, Bregenz, Velden and Baden – really did
live up to their name because everything about them
was big: from the prize money and number of players to
the variety of different competitions. The Texas Hold´em
No Limit Main Event – the culminating event of the
week – was extended to four days. Prize money for these
tournaments consistently hit the 100,000 euro mark
and even went over the 120,000 euro mark in Velden.
The other contests in the CAPT Big Four tournament
weeks, e.g. the Omaha Pot Limit, Seven Card Stud or
Deep Stack competitions, also attracted sell-out audiences and record guest numbers.
A new format was created for the other four tournaments in Kitzbühel, Salzburg, Innsbruck and Linz: the
“CAPT Deep Stack”. The attraction of this format lies in
the combination of low buy-in (the amount a player has
to pay upfront to enter a tournament) and high potential
prize money. The buy-in for each of the three-day Main
Events was only 500 euros. The deep stack challenge
tournaments also proved very popular with spectators:
the CAPT Main Event at Casino Salzburg, for instance,
was the best-attended Poker tournament in the casino’s
history. The CAPT also added a new venue to its route in
2013 with its first-ever stop in Linz.
The 24th European Poker Championship was also held in
conjunction with the CAPT in Casino Baden at the end
of October. The 2013 event included a brand-new feature: the “Poker EM Champion” tournament for the best
all-round player. A mixed game mode was used in the
exciting final, where the action switched every 15 minutes between Texas Hold’em No Limit, Omaha Pot Limit

and Seven Card Stud. The title was ultimately secured by
a “home” player, Austrian Thomas Taubenschuss.
Slot machines naturally also contributed extensively to
a winning night at the casino in 2013. Over 1,900 slot
machines at our casinos across Austria offer plenty of
fun and excitement and can be played from as little as
1 cent per game. Our slot machines can be played either
with cash or with our Spielcard cashless slot card, which
can be loaded either at the cash desk or at the pay-out
terminal. All our casinos have a large selection of gaming machines on offer – from classic reel slots to video
games, multi-denomination machines as well as the latest Roulette and Poker machines.
The ever-popular Mega Million Jackpot, Austria’s biggest progressive slot jackpot, once again provided the
year’s most spectacular lucky moments, turning five
casino guests into millionaires throughout the course
of the year. Casino Wien proved to be particularly fertile ground for jackpot winners – the Mega Million Jackpot was hit three times in Vienna in 2013, including
the year’s highest win: 1.124 million euros in February.
It was hit once apiece in Casino Linz and Casino Bregenz. The Mega Million Jackpot links a total of 140 slot
machines across all 12 casinos in Austria and is immediately reset to 1 million euros after each jackpot win.
There was again also plenty of gaming fun away from
the casinos. Our popular “Unlucky in Love, Lucky at the
Tables” promotion on national radio was continued in
2013. Listeners to Radio Ö3 could tell their own unlucky
love story live on air and then try their luck by betting
on red or black at Roulette. The Roulette table was operated in the studio by a real-life Casinos Austria croupier.
Participants who bet on the right color won a prize of
2,000 euros in cash.
In 2013, Casinos Austria succeeded in doubling its fan
community on the key social media channel, Facebook,
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and now has a total of over 60,000 Facebook fans. This
figure was reached through the rich variety of postings
on our page, which offer fans a look behind the scenes at
our casinos as well as the chance to take part in attractive competitions and contests – from voting on the best
outfit for a night at the casino to trying their luck on a
virtual slot machine.
Creativity was demanded of Casinos Austria’s Facebook
fans in the summer months. In our “Number 13 Photo
Challenge”, fans were asked to portray the number 13 in
an original fashion and post their photos on our Facebook page. Our Facebook fans then rated the photos and
picked the “Kiss Me 13” – lots of red lips “kissed” into
the form of a number 13 – as their favorite. The lucky
photographer was rewarded with a hotel break for two in
a Falkensteiner wellness hotel.
Customer service at Casinos Austria is also about information and innovation. Over 30 percent of visitors to
our homepage now use smartphones to access the site.
A specially optimized homepage (m.casinos.at) for this
target audience was launched in September 2013 and
offers a range of location-based services as well as an
intuitive navigation system for mobile devices.
In November, the Marketing New Media department
received an important award: its Christmas online
campaign, which generated sales in one day equivalent
to those of an average month, won a Silver Effie Award
in the “Services” category. The Effie Awards are a global
symbol of achievement and count among the most
prestigious and sought-after awards for advertising
and marketing communications worldwide. The winning campaign successfully visualized the attractiveness of the “Dinner & Casino” core product and generated a significant increase in sales in the two online
shops: shop.casinos.at and gutscheine.casinos.at.

GAMING MIX
2012

2013

American Roulette

71

70

Blackjack

Live gaming
59

48

Blackjack X-change

0

14

French Roulette

4

3

Tropical Poker

14

15

Poker

52

50

Easy Hold’em

20

22

Punto Banco

7

5

Other

6

7

Total

233

234

1,955

1,968

Slot machines
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MULTIFACETED EVENT PROVIDER
The 12 casinos across Austria and our dedicated Studio 44 and Congress Casino Baden (CCB) event
locations are the perfect venues for events of all kinds. Moments of happiness were aplenty in 2013
for lovers of cabaret, fine dining, good music or arts and culture alike.
The Casinos Austria event calendar was packed from
January through to December with over 2,000 different events. The events organized and run by our casinos ranged from fashion shows, cabaret performances,
variety shows and glittering balls to presentations and
series of talks with key figures from the worlds of business, politics and sport. No less than 860 tournaments
thrilled Poker, Baccarat or Backgammon fans alike. This
variety is complemented by two dedicated event venues:
Congress Casino Baden (CCB) and Studio 44 in Vienna,
making Casinos Austria one of the top event organizers
in Austria.
Each of our casinos has its own special charm, its own
regional flair and its own unique facilities. No matter
what the location or occasion – from multi-function
Casineum event room or exquisite restaurant to one of
the 860 tournaments held directly on the gaming floor
– every event at our casinos is sure to be a great success.

The Casineum function rooms in the individual casinos are extremely versatile and can be adapted entirely
to customer needs. From elegant, classic or modern
to weird, wonderful or rustic: the Casineum is a truly
multi-functional space. Retractable walls serve to vary
its size and, depending on the casino, to open it up to
the gaming area, the foyer or the terrace – thus always
creating the appropriate atmosphere.
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CURTAINS UP AT THE 12 CASINOS

The tables were set in Casino Baden in October 2013 for
a hearty affair. Its very own “Oktoberfest” offered everything anyone would expect from its official counterpart
in Munich: a large beer tent on the terrace with great
music and a party atmosphere. There was also plenty of
traditional beer festival fare on the menu – from fresh
pretzels and veal sausages to succulent rotisserie chicken
straight from the grill. Shooting stands, carousels and
swing rides transformed the spa gardens in Baden into
a typical Munich beer festival fairground for the event.
Elegant or rustic: everything is possible at Casino Baden
– from sophisticated gala events in the ballroom at Congress Casino Baden (CCB) to casual fun in the beer tent
during the Oktoberfest.
In the 2013 winter season, Casino Bad Gastein hosted
the start number draws for the Snowboard World Cup
and the “Red Bull Playstreets” competition. With popular charity events like the “Casino on the Mountain” promotion with the Gasteiner Bergbahnen cable car company and its traditional “Open Day”, Casino Bad Gastein
raised a total of over 2,840 euros for the Gasteiner
mountain rescue service in 2013.
The highlight of the year for guests at Casino Bregenz
in 2013 was the “Casino Herbst” fall festival in September

and October. Five chic large-scale events – from a presentation of the latest hair design trends to cabaret performances, SALON Austria wine tastings and a fashion
show – featured on the program. For the third year in
succession, one lucky winner was presented at the festival finale with the keys to a brand-new Mercedes-Benz
A-Class. On its busiest day of the year, Casino Bregenz
welcomed a total of 2,357 guests.
In 2013, Casino Graz firmly established itself as the
“wine casino” in Austria. Various events all related to the
topic of wine delighted around 600 wine connoisseurs
and sommeliers over the course of the year. Numerous wine buffs flocked to the Casineum for the “StyriaBurgenland Wine Friends” event to taste the best Styrian white wines and sample the superb, full-bodied reds
from Burgenland.
In January 2013, the President of the Austrian Ski Federation (ÖSV), Peter Schröcksnadel, was the first guest
in the year’s “Witnesses of our Times” (“Zeitzeugen”)
interview series. He captivated a packed audience in the
Casineum at Casino Innsbruck with tales from his life
and responded animatedly to questions from host Elmar
Oberhauser. This insightful talk show series will continue in 2014 with further prominent guests taking the
chair.
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Many high-caliber industry representatives from Kitzbühl and the surrounding area listened intently to an
animated “fireside chat” at Casino Kitzbühl. Casinos
Austria and Austrian Lotteries Director Bettina GlatzKremsner and Johanna Rachinger, Director General of
the Austrian National Library, shared interesting anecdotes and insights from their own careers and working
lives with the audience.
The annual Casino Ball is a highlight in the event calendar at Casino Kleinwalsertal. Each year, the event
raises money for a good cause and 2013 was no different: a total of 4,100 euros were raised at the ball for the
Kartei der Not charity, which helps people in need. This
year’s event had a “1001 Nights” theme, with a winning combination of oriental performers and occidental
cuisine transporting around 550 ball guests to another
world for the night. Casino Kleinwalsertal also demonstrated its commitment to regional organizations like
the Kleinwalsertal Sports Association or the Walser
Mountain Rescue Service in other events throughout
the year.
120 events were held in the 200 square meter Casineum
at Casino Linz in 2013. The Casinos Austria Poker Tour
(CAPT) made its first-ever stop in Casino Linz from
17 to 21 September 2013 – and was a great success.
Even the kick-off event was almost a total sell-out with
143 buy-ins. And the fact that Casino Linz also embraces
more unusual projects was demonstrated by the art project by Austrian action artist, Theo Blaickner, who photographed a black stallion in the casino’s gaming room.
A total of 280 square meters with a 250-people capacity are available for events in Casino Salzburg. Spread

over four exquisite salons and the exclusive Rondeau, the
casino is the ideal setting for banquets, cocktail receptions, theater shows or conferences. Hosted by Casino
Salzburg, the kick-off event for the Casinos Austria
Integration Football World Cup in the unique and regal
atmosphere of Klessheim Palace has now blossomed into
a major gala event with a fantastic guest list, extraordinary artists and captivating young ladies. The draw
for the Casinos Austria Integration Football World Cup
2013 was also held in Casino Salzburg during the “Miss
Integration 2013” competition.
Casino Seefeld is a permanent fixture on the annual
Nordic Combined World Cup program. The Nordic Combined World Cup in the Seefeld Olympic region is one
of the highlights in the ski world cup circus. Each year,
Casino Seefeld welcomes top Nordic Combined skiers
and celebrities from the worlds of sport, politics and
business to a traditional opening party celebration to
mark the start of the event. There’s also always a real
casino feeling on the world cup site itself: Casino Seefeld
operates a mobile Roulette table in the VIP sector, offering all guests the chance to have a bit of fun and donate
to a good cause.
Casino Velden is always a popular event location –
and even more so in the summer months. Known for
its versatility, top cuisine and dream location on the
shores of Lake Wörth, it is the ideal setting for events
of all shapes, colors and sizes. Its “Glamour in White”
party in June attracted thousands of white-clad partygoers to the lakeside town in July, while the “Out in
Space” casino club night during the Pink Lake Festival
in August was yet another highlight of the summer in
2013.
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Casino Wien was the venue for a high-caliber cultural debate in May 2013. To mark the publication of
a new art and culture brochure, Casinos Austria Director Dietmar Hoscher hosted a matinee event at which
a panel of experts discussed a very interesting topic:
“When business sponsors culture – sponsoring and the
delicate balance between marketing, artistic freedom
and social responsibility”.
As a typical leading tourism operation in our individual
host regions, Casinos Austria places great importance
on encouraging the tourism debate. Our “Tourism Talk”
series of events promotes dialogue between the various
stakeholders in the Austrian tourism sector.
The Tourism Talk held at Casino Innsbruck on 12 March
2013 focused on the topic of “City versus Country, Sales
versus Earnings”. As its title suggests, this talk centered
on two problematic developments in recent years: city
tourism is experiencing its biggest boom ever, while figures in the real tourist regions are stagnating. Likewise,
business is shifting increasingly to the winter months,
making it more and more difficult for hotels to offer the
same services throughout the year. At the same time,
the rise in sales figures often comes at the cost of a
reduction in prices.
“Carinthia’s lakes – tourist hotspots or still waters?” was
the topic of the debate on 23 September 2013 at Casino
Velden. To increase the latent potential in Austrian
tourism, something has to be done to make sure that
everyone pulls together and plays their part – not just
the hotel and catering sector and tourist boards but also
trade, industry and, last but not least, politics. That was
the conclusion reached at this high-caliber debate.

CONGRESS CASINO BADEN (CCB)

Congress Casino Baden (CCB) is in season the whole
year round. It is one of Austria’s most popular conference and event venues – not least because of its direct
link to Casino Baden, where guests can relax at the gaming tables after their event.
Four rooms of varying sizes (from 40 to 450 square
meters) on three different floors with capacity for up
to 1,100 people are available for events of all kinds.
Clubbing events were particularly popular in 2013. The
30+ generation, for example, once again took enthusiastically to the dance floor at the legendary “Cinderella
tanzt” (“Cinderella dances”) events, where live shows, a
pool of great DJs and a karaoke bar guarantee a great
atmosphere year after year on four different dance
floors.
High-profile conferences and conventions, gala evenings
and product presentations feature regularly on the CCB
booking list. Its diverse event calendar also includes cabaret shows, gaming tournaments, balls, literary events,
concerts, culinary extravaganzas and much more.
www.ccb.at
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STUDIO 44 AND STUDIO 44 LOFT

Studio 44 – the Austrian Lotteries event location in
Vienna – was given a design makeover and a whole new
look from the beginning of October 2013. The renovations have made the Studio 44 Loft even more attractive
as an event venue: the former foyer and entrance area in
front of the function room have been transformed into
an attractive new multi-functional meeting space that
can be used in its own right for smaller events for 50 to
100 people.
Studio 44 also remains available in its tried and trusted
format and is an event location that meets every possible wish. Various rooms of different sizes can be perfectly combined and adapted to the individual demands
of each event. The venue also scores with its cutting
edge technology and customized customer service. A
dedicated team of experts ensures each function is a
successful and happy event. Everything is handled by a
one-stop service team: from initial contact to successful conclusion. This approach is greatly appreciated by
national and international clients alike.
The venue is used to host all manner of business events,
such as product presentations, symposia, awards ceremonies and gala dinners, as well as private functions
like anniversary or Christmas parties. The centerpiece
of the Studio 44 venue is an illuminated stage, which
can be used to change the mood to suit the event. A
particularly memorable event in 2013 was the Klassenlotterie centenary gala celebration in October 2013,
when Studio 44 in its entirety was transformed into an
impressive backdrop for a journey through 100 years of

lottery tradition. Studio 44 offers a flexible floor space of
around 300 to 900 square meters and can accommodate
up to some 460 people.
www.studio44.at
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OUTLOOK

Casinos Austria is an international pioneer in responsible
gaming. Responsible gaming is a firmly anchored principle in our corporate philosophy along with our commitment to the continued development of responsible gaming tools and responsible advertising.
In February 2014, we once again set an example that could
well become an international role model for the entire
casino gaming industry: our responsible gaming management system was certified by the Austrian Standards
Institute (formerly ÖNORM). Casinos Austria is thus the
first gaming company worldwide that can boast a certified
responsible gaming management system which has been
subjected to rigorous audit by the strict examiners at the
Austrian Standards Institute. The criteria applied by the
Austrian Standards Institute for this audit are based on
the responsible gaming principles developed by the European Casino Association (ECA). The ECA sees the Casinos
Austria certification to some extent as a pilot project, and
the norm used could potentially become the certification
standard for responsible gaming management systems in
ECA member countries in the future. Casinos Austria has
thus once again become an international role model for
responsible gaming and advertising.
Our successful Responsible Gaming Academy conference
series will also be continued in 2014. The 11th edition of
the Responsible Gaming Academy will be held on 22 May
2014 in Studio 44 in Vienna.
The economic situation that has been ongoing since
the euro crisis began back in 2011 is expected to slowly
improve in 2014. Despite the recovery, unemployment
figures will continue to rise into the 3rd quarter of 2014.
The effect of the economic upturn will be somewhat
delayed in the case of gambling products since consumers will initially invest their additional capital in more
important purchases. A strategic program to increase efficiency will continue to be followed pursuant to our goal of
improving cost structures in the longer term.
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No end to the excitement

Whether meeting up with friends, celebrating a birthday or enjoying the chance of winning an extra prize on Ladies Day – Casinos Austria’s
casinos offer the right game for every guest. The atmosphere is relaxed, and a stroll around the tables is just as much part of the experience
as a chat at the bar.

And once you’ve decided what game you are going to play, the fun
can really begin.

The bets are placed. The tension grows.

And once the cards have been dealt ...

… you never know, you might well have something more to cheer about!
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Profit and Loss Statement
for the period from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2013 for Casinos Austria AG

2013
EUR

2012
TEUR

1. Sales

253,931,177.41

264,818

2. Sales and gaming related taxes

-69,412,342.43

-73,398

3.	Sales after deduction of sales and gaming related taxes

184,518,834.98

191,420

20,709.17

18

272,516.47

186

15,305,699.46

16,822

15,598,925.10

17,026

a) Wages

-6,953,252.01

-6,868

b) Salaries

-80,104,925.56

-79,641

-2,551,436.81

-2,699

d) Expenses for old-age pensions

-13,026,131.95

-12,474

e) Social security costs and payroll-related taxes

-22,882,667.52

-20,798

-1,513,838.86

-1,765

-127,032,252.71

-124,245

-8,664,965.62

-9,118

-234,204.48

-235

-59,552,576.88

-58,771

-59,786,781.36

-59,006

4,633,760.39

16,077

4. Other operating income
a) Income from the disposal of fixed assets excluding financial assets
b) Income from the reversal of provisions
c) Other

5. Personnel expenses

c) Expenses for severance payments and contributions
		 to employee benefit funds

f)

Other expenses for employee benefits

6. Amortization of intangible and depreciation of tangible fixed assets
7. Other operating expenses
a) Taxes, other than those included under income taxes
b) Other

8. Operation result = subtotal of items 3 to 7
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2013
EUR

2012
TEUR

26,977,828.24
26,970,582.07

63,354
63,310

10. Income from other securities

197,952.22

301

11. Other interest income and similar income

139,274.28

178

12. Income from the disposal and write-up of financial fixed assets

861,985.50

1,001

-78,106,023.56
-10,213.65
-78,082,019.91

-1,114
-1
-1,113

-9,314,244.15
0.00

-14,658
-30

15.	Financial result = subtotal of items 9 to 14

-59,243,227.47

49,062

16.	Result on ordinary activities

-54,609,467.08

65,139

17. Extraordinary income

0.00

1,182

18.	Extraordinary result

0.00

1,182

871,042.00

685

-53,738,425.08

67,006

59,800,000.00

0

0.00

-61,400

6,061,574.92

5,606

36,894.27

31

6,098,469.19

5,637

9. Income from investments,
thereof from affiliated companies

13. Expenses from financial fixed assets,
thereof depreciation of financial fixed assets (excl. affiliated companies)
thereof expenses from affiliated companies
14. Interest and similar charges,
thereof related to affiliated companies

19. Taxes on income
20.	Net loss/profit
21. Reversal of profit reserves, other reserves (voluntary reserves)
22. Allocation to profit reserves, other reserves (voluntary reserves)
23.	Annual income
24. Profit brought forward from the previous year
25. Balance sheet profit
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balance sheet
as of 31 December 2013 for Casinos Austria AG

ASSETS

31.12.2013
EUR

31.12.2012
TEUR

2,541,404.21
2,898.72

2,466
0

2,544,302.93

2,466

18,217,232.61
7,025,248.07

11,458
7,025

21,065,923.98

23,186

1,484,729.75

370

40,767,886.34

35,013

522,912,601.72

557,413

110,701.36

111

11,638,141.32
0.00

12,964
3,000

59,427.25

168

534,720,871.65

570,655

578,033,060.92

608,134

2,110,060.75

2,254

30,826,110.81

37,499

2,230,946.11

2,381

35,167,117.67

42,133

50,237,246.75

45,318

85,404,364.42

87,451

2,442,900.59

2,871

665,880,325.93

698,456

A. LONG-TERM ASSETS
I. Intangible assets
1. Protective rights and similar rights
2. Advance payments

II. Tangible assets
1. Property, coincident rights and buildings,
		 including buildings on third party property,
		thereof value of land
2. Other equipment, fixtures, furniture and office equipment
3. Advance payments and construction in progress

III. Financial assets
1. Investments in affiliated companies
2. Other participations
3. Long-term securities (book-entry securities)
		thereof in affiliated companies
4. Other loans

B. CURRENT ASSETS
I. Receivables and other assets
1. Trade receivables
2. Receivables from affiliated companies
3. Other receivables and assets

II. Cash at hand, bank deposits

C. PREPAID EXPENSES
Total assets
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31.12.2013
EUR

31.12.2012
TEUR

40,000,000.00

40,000

4,000,000.00

4,000

242,400,000.00

302,200

246,400,000.00

306,200

6,098,469.19
36,894.27

5,637
31

292,498,469.19

351,837

1. Provisions for severance payments

26,815,559.00

24,190

2. Provisions for pensions

16,303,883.00

16,645

3. Provisions for taxes

10,191,776.56

14,170

4. Other provisions

30,014,665.55

29,434

83,325,884.11

84,439

182,580,052.00

199,780

6,216,111.93

5,834

50,428,787.74

7,501

0.00

17

48,165,012.78
16,927,740.65
2,952,096.06

46,204
17,305
3,059

287,389,964.45

259,336

2,666,008.18

2,844

665,880,325.93

698,456

23,096,001.00
23,096,001.00

0
0

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
A. 	EQUITY
I. Share capital
II. Profit reserves
1. Legal reserves
2. Other reserves (voluntary reserves)

III. Balance sheet profit,
thereof profit brought forward

B. PROVISIONS

C. LIABILITIES
1. Liabilities to banks
2. Trade liabilities
3. Liabilities from affiliated companies
4. Liabilities to companies in which participations are held
5. Other liabilities,
		thereof taxes
		 thereof social security

D. DEFERRED INCOME
Total equity and liabilities
Contingencies,
thereof to affiliated companies
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consolidated profit and loss Statement
for the 2013 fiscal year for the Casinos Austria Group

in TEUR

2013

2012
ADJUSTED

Gaming revenues incl. ancillary revenues

3,515,578

3,431,547

Payouts of lottery winnings

-2,349,288

-2,226,764

Gross gaming revenues incl. ancillary revenues

1,166,290

1,204,783

Gaming taxes and other taxes

-545,445

-568,352

Net gaming revenues incl. ancillary revenues

620,845

636,431

Other operating income

56,261

52,057

-271,029

-266,629

-38,201

-44,204

-304,784

-301,335

2,417

2,057

Operating result before restructuring expenses and impairments

65,509

78,377

Restructuring expenses (personnel expenses)

-1,320

-981

-914

-396

Impairments

-33,162

-5,500

Operating result

30,113

71,500

Financial income

4,677

10,692

Financial expenses

-24,564

-26,111

Financial result

-19,887

-15,419

Profit/loss before taxes

10,226

56,081

Income taxes

-4,564

-17,441

Result from continuing operations

5,662

38,640

Result from discontinued operations

-21,970

3,902

Net income/loss

-16,308

42,542

-26,168

22,588

9,860

19,954

-16,308

42,542

Personnel expenses
Depreciation and amortization
Other operating expenses
Income from at equity consolidated companies

Restructuring expenses (material expenses)

Attributable
to shareholders of parent company
to non-controlling interests
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consolidated balance sheet
for the 2013 fiscal year for the Casinos Austria Group

ASSETS in TEUR
Cash and cash equivalents

31.12.2013

31.12.2012
ADJUSTED

224,281

243,958

Receivables and other assets

73,097

90,602

Other financial assets

20,630

20,513

318,008

355,073

59,509

43,189

377,517

398,262

Assets held for sale
Short-term assets
Tangible assets

220,623

248,338

Goodwill

246,336

276,797

Other intangible assets

28,230

35,880

At equity consolidated companies

41,546

82,228

194,073

165,843

18,403

18,078

6,705

5,903

755,916

833,067

1,133,433

1,231,329

Financial liabilities

78,684

48,626

Trade payables

29,528

31,074

Provisions

63,740

62,017

Tax liabilities

80,991

92,508

Other financial assets
Deferred tax assets
Other long-term assets
Long-term assets
Total assets
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY in TEUR

Debts held for sale
Other short-term liabilities
Short-term debt
Financial liabilities
Provisions for employee entitlements
Deferred tax provisions

8,386

11,685

174,791

173,906

436,120

419,816

394,659

459,480

98,919

89,906

5,807

7,389

11,388

8,107

4,897

5,883

Long-term debt

515,670

570,765

Share capital

40,000

40,000

Retained earnings and balance sheet profit

55,617

95,077

Market value of hedges

-1,967

-3,630

Currency translation differences

8,779

22,831

102,429

154,278

79,214

86,470

Other long term provisions
Other long term liabilities

Equity - shareholders of parent company
Non-controlling interests
Equity
Total liabilities and equity

181,643

240,748

1,133,433

1,231,329
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